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Abstract

Superconducting SubmiUimeter and Millimeter Wave Detectors

by

I MichaelNahum

DoctorofPhilosophyinPhysics
q

UniversityofCaliforniaatBerkeley

ProfessorP.L.Richards,Chair

The series of projects described in this dissertation was stimulated by the discovery of

high temperature superconductivity. Our goal was to develop useful applications which

would be competitive with the current state of technology. The high-T c microbolomcter

was developed into the most sensitive direct detector of millimeter waves, when operated at

liquid nitrogen temperatures. The thermal l:saundaryresistance of thin YBa2Cu307& films

was subsequently measured and provided direct evidence for the bolometric response of

high-T c films to fast (ns) laser pulses. The low-T c microbolometer was developed and

used to make the ftrst direct measurements of the frequency dependent optical efficiency of

planar lithographed antennas. The hot-electron microbolometer was invented less than a

year prior to the writing of this dissertation. Our analysis, presented here, indicates that it

should be possible to attain up to two orders of magnitude higher sensitivity than that of the

best available direct detectors when operated at the same temperature. The temperature

readout scheme for this device could also be used to measure the intrinsic inter, teflon

between electrons and phonons in a metal with a sensitivity that is five orders of magnitude
t

better than in previous measurements. Preliminary measurements of quasiparticle trapping

effects at the interface between a metal and a superconductor are also presented.
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Chaoter 1: Introduction

The series of projects described in this dissertation was stimulated by the discovery of

high temperature superconductivity. 1 Our initial goal was to develop useful applications

which would be compatible with the current state of technology. Two immediate
't

applications that came to mind were high temperature Superconducting Quantum

Interference Devices (SQUIDs), 2 and high-T c transition-edge bolometers. 3 Having just

joined a group whose expertise is in developing and using some of the most sensitive

detectors of infrared and millimeter waves, I naturally chose to pursue the latter option.

The goal in the development of high-T c bolometers was not to outperform their low

temperature counterparts, but rather to bridge the gap between these highly specialized

detectors, and lower sensitivity detectors operated at room temperature. In 1989 Q. Hu and

P. L. Richards proposed the antenna-coupled high-T c microbolometer as a detector of

submillimeter and millimeter waves. 4 They estimated that the sensitivity of this detector

could exceed that of detectors operated at room temperature by approximately two orders of

magnitude. Furthermore, Conductus Inc. became interested in the commercial aspects of

high-T c infrared detectors and had agreed to supply us with high quality films of

YBa2Cu3OT._5(YBCO). Thus, one of my Vn'stprojects was to learn how to fabricate the

high-Tc microbolometer, and to measure and optimize its performance. 5

During the same period, many groups began measuring the response of thin YBCO

films to pulsed laser radiation. A very high speed of response, on the order of several

nanoseconds, was commonly observed. The consensus among the community at that time

was that simple heating effects could not possibly explain this response time because

,, thermal models predicted response times on the order of tens of microseconds for heat

transfer through the underlying substrate, not nanoseconds. As a result, a variety of novel,

non-bolometric mechanisms were proposed to explain these observations. 6"9 During

several discussions with Professor P. L. Richards, the question arose whether the thermal

1
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boundary resistance between the YBCO film and the underlying substrate could possibly

account for many of the experimental observations. At f'trst this did not seem likely since it

was well known that thermal boundary resistances, which scale as T"3, should be

negligible at these high temperatures, lt quickly became clear to us however, that this may
lr

not be the case in experiments involving fast laser pulses incident on thin films. We thus

embarked on a set of experiments to measure directly the magnitude of the thermal

boundary resistance between YBCO films and the underlying substrate. 10

Having gained a solid understanding of antenna-coupled bolometers, and of thermal

boundary resistances, we then inquired whether a low-Tc microbolometer could compete

with conventional composite bolometers operated at and below 4.2 K. We came to the

- conclusion that this approach could not only lead to an order of magnitude improvement in

sensitivity, but also that several of the obstacles associated with the development of array

systems could be overcome.ll'12 Needless to say, we decided to pursue this approach.

We established a collaborative effort with Professor D. E. Prober's group at Yale

University in which the devices would be fabricated at Yale whereas ali of the

measurements would be carried out at Berkeley.

We invented the hot-electron microbolometer a little less than a year prior to the writing

of this dissertation. Our initial estimates suggested that it could be possible to attain

approximately two orders of magnitude higher sensitivity than that of the best available

bolometers when operated at the same temperature. 13 The hot-electron microbolometer

would thus be the most sensitive direct detector of submillimeter and millimeter waves, and
a

could potentially be the detector of choice in many applications which require very high

sensitivities and array compatibility. In addition, the readout scheme that we invented _,

could be used to measure the intrinsic interaction between electron and phonons in a metal

at low temperatures, with a much higher resolution than the conventional SQUID readout

method. 14 Although these concepts have not been tested, I have decided to include the

analysis in this dissertation.



The common theme for the low temperature detector concepts is the need to trap

energy in a very small active region, while making electrical contact to that region. At first,

these requirements seem to be mutually exclusive, since metals are known to be very good

conductors of heat. If however, the contacts are made of a superconductor whose Tc is

: much higher than the operating temperature, then the Andreev reflection of quasiparticles at

that interface insures that the energy remains trapped in the active region. 15 My last few

months at Berkeley were focused towards designing an experiment to make direct

measurements of the trapping of thermal energy at the interface between a metal and a

superconductor as a function of the energy gap of the superconducting interface. Although

these measurements have not been completed, I have decided to include a short progress

report.

The organization of this dissertation will follow the order in which the experiments

were carried out. I will first start with a general overview of bolometers and will discuss

in some detail, the various sources of noise which can limit their sensitivity. The

advantages of reducing the size of the active region will lead to a discussion of antenna

coupled microbolometers. I will then proceed by describing the experiments on the high-

Tc microbolometer, and will conclude the discussion of the high-T c work by describing

our measurements of the thermal boundary resistance of YBCO films. The motivation for

our work on the low temperature microbolometers will be introduced through a brief

discussion of the applications which would benefit from such a device. Measurements of

the properties of these novel devices will be discussed as well as the physical phenomena

• which are,pertinent to their behavior. I will conclude by describing some very preliminary

experiments on the quasiparticle trapping effects at the interface between a metal and a

superconductor.
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Charter 2: PrinciDles of Aptenrla Couvled Bolometer_i

2.1 Introduction

A bolometer is a thermal detector which in principle, can detect radiation from dc to y o

rays. Bolometers are the most sensitive direct detectors of radiation for frequencies

between 3 GHz to 1 THz, and have also been used extensively up to 10 THz. Ali

bolometers include an absorbing element which converts the incident radiation to heat, and

a thermal link between the active region and the heat sink. The rise in temperature of the

thermally active region is measured by a resistive thermometer. Bolometric detectors for

infrared and millimeter waves are used extensively in laboratory and astronomical

applications. Bolom_.,_ersthat operate between LHc temperature and room temperature are

mainly used for laboratory far infrared spectroscopy, while bolometers operating between

0.02 K and 4.2 K are used for very sensitive ground and space-based astronomical and

astrophysics observations. The design parameters of the bolometer depend on the

particular application, and in most cases, the optimization of the bolometer performance

involves a complicated tradeoff between sensitivity, speed of response, dynamic range, etc.

In what follows, I will give an overview of the basic operating principles of bolometers,

and will then motivate the concept of antenna coupled bolometers (also referred to as

microbolometers). I will conclude this chapter with a discussion of the properties of planar

antennas.

2.2 Bolometer Theory
,i

As previously mentioned, a bolometer consists of a thermally active region of heat

capacity C coupled to a temperature bath through a thermal conductance G (Fig. 2.1). The

thermally active region includes an absorber and a thermometer. The temperature rise

AT=To+Tlexp(i_t) of the active region due to a modulated radiant power input

P=Po+Plexp(io_t) is found from simple energy considerations

4
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P = P + Pl exp(iot)0

li. ii i

" AT = T + Tlexp(i cot) Absorber @ C = Heat capacityo thermometer

G = Thermalconductance

Thermal sink

i

I

[ Fig. 2.1 Simplified thermal model for a bolometer. The thermally active region
consists of an rf absorber and a thermometer to measure the temperature

, rise AT. The speed of response is determined by the ratio C/G, while the
ultimate sensitivity is determined by the thermal conductance G. A sensitive
bolometer should have a low heat capacity, low thermal conductance, and
be operated at low temperatures.
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Cc3(AT)/at + GAT = Po + Plexp(i°_t), (2.1)

where Ts is the sink temperature, and o is the modulation frequency. The average

operating temperature of the bolometer is found by equating the time independent terms and

gives To=Ts+Po/G. The temperature rise at the modulation frequency T 1 is found by

equating the time varying terms to give

T 1 = Pl/(io:)C + G). (2.2)

Thus far, the analysis has been indept_aci,,_ of the temperature readout scheme. The

majority of bolometers use the temperature dependence of the resistance of semiconductors

or of transition-edge superconductors as sensitive thermometers. The voltage across the

thermometer can be written to first order as V=IR(T)=IRo+ I(AT)dR/dT, where I is the

current bias and dR/dT is the temperature coefficient of resistance. The time varying

component of the measured voltage V 1, can be measured by sensitive lock-in techniques at

the modulation frequency co. The voltage responsivity of the bolometer is then defined as

the change in the voltage across the thermometer per unit power that is absorbed

S---dV1/dP1, and is given by

S = IdR/dT (2.3)
G(1 + iox)

Here x=C/G is the thermal response time of the bolometer.

Strictly speaking, this analysis is only valid when the bias heating and the effects of

thermal feedback are both negligible. For the general case, it is easily shown that the

average operating temperature is raised by an additional amount AT=I2Ro/G. Thermal

feedback modifies the previous analysis in the following way: When the temperature of the

bolometer changes as a result of the incident power, so does the resistance of the

6
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thermometer, which in turnchanges the temperatureof the bolometer through the change in

bias heating. The net effect can be incorporated as a modification of the thermal

conductance from G to Geff.---G-I2dR/dT. When Geff=0 (and for dR/tiT>0), the resistance

of the thermometer and the temperature of the bolometeT:increase without bound (until a

stable configuration is reached), a condition known as thermal runaway. Throughout the

remainder of this d;,'_sertation,I will assume that the bias current is sufficiently low so that

the effects of bias current heating and thermal feedback can be ignored.

2.3 Measurements of Bolometer Responsivity

lt is often necessary to measure the responsivity of the bolometer. The simplest

approach is to dissipate a known amount of power in the bolometer and to measure the

resultant voltage rise. This information is contained in the dc I-V characteristic of the

bolometero From the previous discussion, the voltage across the bolometer is

V=IRo+I(AT)dR/dT. The temperature rise due bias heating is just AT=I2Ro/G, so that the

I-V relation is

V = [RO+ IdR/dT I2Ro (2.4)G

The slope of the voltage V versus the bias power I2Ro is just the voltage responsivity S.

The efficiency of the optical system can then be measured by using a calibrated source of

radiation (such as a blackbody source) and comparing the measured signal with the

expected magnitude.

One concern with this type of measurement is due to the presence of non-thermal non-

- linearities in the thermometer. Thus, in addition to the temperature dependence of the

thermometer resistance, it is necessary to account for the pos_,ibility that the resistance of

the thermometer also depends on the bias current. This effect has been observed in doped

b',,,ttaat.ugatatat t.t.tata t.tt_ttotttVlt _U_l,, UI_,IIII'OIII_t_A_. Jt il_ UIIU_t UI IIUII'LiIUIIII _t ilUiI"

l ,
!
|
|
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linearities can be incorporated in the previous analysis by expanding the thermometer

resistance R=R(T,I) in powers of temperature and bias current. As a consequence an

additional term ({)R/{)I)TI2 is added to the right hand side of Eq. 2.4, andcomplicates t_

measurement by introducing an additional non-thermal voltage offset. There does exist an

elegant and simple method which to f'trstorder, can distinguish between these two effects.
r

To the best of my knowledge, this method has not been discussed elsewhere. The _4ea

stems from the fact that the voltage across the bolometer consists of a sum of three terms,

each of which has a different functional dependence on the bias current I. The f'_rstterm is

just RoI, the second term is (_R/_I)TI2, and the thirdis Ro(_R/_T)IG'II3. For a dc current

bias it is difficult differentiate between the thermal and non-thermal contributions. If

however, the bolometer is biased with an ac current I=IocoSt0ot, then to first order,

V = 0.5(igR/_I)Tlo2

+ ROIocoStOot+0.75Ro(3R/_T)iG'llo3cOS_o t

+ 0.5(_R/3I)TIo2cOs2¢,Oot

+ 0.25Ro(igR/igT)iG- 1103cos3COot" (2.5)

The thermal heating is r,aanifested in the first and third harmonics, while non-thermal non-

linearities give rise to the signal at the second harmonic.

2.4 Noise in Bolometers

The various sources of noise in the bolometer will detemaine the minimum detectable

power. The standard figure of merit that describes the sensitivity of bolometers is the NEP

(noise equivalent power), which is the minimum detectable power in a one Hz noise

bandwidth. For a bolometer the sources of noise are due to a) energy fluctuation noise in

the active region, b) Johnson noise in the thermometer, c) amplifier noise, and d) ali other

sources of noise. An additional source of noise which is not inherent to the bolometer but

!



whichwill,undercertaincircumstances,increasetheoutputnoise,isduetophotonnumber

fluctuationintheincidentradiation.18Inwhatfollows,Iwillbrieflyrevieweachofthese

source:_<__oise:

a) Energyfluctuationnoise:Fluctuationsintheenergyoftheactiveregiongiveriseto

fluctuationsinthetemperature,and henceintheoutputvoltageofthebolometer.This

noiseisalsoreferredtoasthermalfluctuationnoise,G-noise,orphonon noise.The

sourceofthesefluctuat:_,0_nscanbcunderstoodintermsofequilibriumthermodynamics.

The thermalequilibriummean squareenergyfluctuationsinheatcapacityC thatiscouple_l

toaheatsinkattemperatureTsthrougha thermalconductanceG isgivenbythefollowing

cxpression,_9

' <(AE)2> = kTs2C. (2.6)

The energy fluctuations give rise to temperature fluctuations <(AT)2>=kTs2/C, which

appear as a voltage noise at the output of the bolometer. In practice, one uses sensitive

lock-in techniques to measure the signal at the modulation frequency with a given

frequency bandwidth (integration time). Thus, it is necessary to understand the spectral

distribution of the temperature fluctuations. The standard analysis 20 assumes a source of

random power fluctuations W(t), which is related to the temperature fluctuations via the

heat equation

C.dAT(t)/dT + GAT(t)= W(t). (2.7)
I

, The Fourier transform of Eq. (2.7) gives the spectral distribution of the temperature

fluctuations,

i 9
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AT2(CO)= W2(t'°) , (2.8)
G2(1 + co2'c2)

where W(CO)is the power spectral intensity of the fluctuations, and _=C/G. The spectral

distribution of the temperature fluctuations is related to the mean square temperature
lr

fluctuations via the normalization

<(AT)2> = _AT2(co)dco. (2.9)
0

We now assume that the frequency spectrum of W2(c0) is white and can be written as

W2(co)-BAt0/2_, where At0 is the frequency bandwidth. Inserting this form into Eq. (2.9)
t

gives B-4kT2G. In a one Hz bandwidth, (4kT2G)1/2 then represents the rms power

fluctuations in the bolometer, and thus represents the minimum power that can be detected

by the bolometer in the absence of all other sources of noise.

b) Johnson noise in the thermometer: Johnson noise is caused by the random motion of

thermally excited electrons in a resistor. For a resistance R in thermal equilibrium at a

temperature T, the root mean square voltage fluctuations across the resistor are given by

Vn=(4kTR)I/2. 21 The voltage fluctuations which appear at the output of the bolometer,

can be related to a source of power fluctuations in the active region by the relation

NEP=Vn/ISI.

c) Amplifier noise: Excess noise in the first stage of amplification can often degrade the
s

sensitivity of the bolometer and should thus be reduced to a level that is lower than the

output noise of the bolometer. A common figure of merit for an amplifier is its noise

temperature Tn. It is the temperature of the source resistor, whose Johnson voltage noise

(4kTnR) 1/2,equals the amplifier noise. In general, the noise temperature of the amplifier

depends on the source resistance R, and is considered to be unimportant when Tn is smaller

10



than the operating temperature. The fluctuation in power which corresponds to the noise in

the amplifier is given by (4kTnR)I/2/ISI.

d) Ali other sources of noise: Excess noise in bolometers typically has a 1/f frequency

spectrum and usually arises from a myriad of electronic processes in the thermometer. The

sources of 1/f noise can arise from poor electrical contacts, material defects, or in the case

of transition edge thermometers, from various flux flow mechanisms. Although much of

the physics of 1/f noise is not well understood, it is generally believed that l/f noise in

bolometers can be controlled by improved fabrication techniques. It is customary to group

theses various noise sources into an effective source of voltage noise VI/f. The

corresponding fluctuation in power at the input of the bolometcr is then given by Vl/f/ISI.

The overall NEP for the power incident on the bolometer is given by the sum of the

statistically independent contrih _tionsa) through d)

4kTnR
NEP = 4kTXG + 4k_+ _+ (2.10)

ISI2 ISI2 ISI2 ] '

where rl is the optical efficiency. For a sufficiently large responsivity, the contributions of

the Johnson noise, amplifier noise, and 1/f noise to the NEP become negligible in

comparison with the energy fluctuations in the active region. The phonon noise thus

represents the ultimate limit to the sensitivity of the bolometer which is imposed by intrinsic

thermodynamic fluctuations, and can be reduced only by lowering the operating

temperature and/or by decreasing the thermal conductance.

The optimization of the bolometer for a given application depends on the operating

" temperature, background power loading, and modulation frequency. The trade-off

between these requirements is not at ali obvious, lt is possible however, to make one

general comment which is true for most applications. The heat capacity of the thermally

active region and hence its volume, should be reduced as much as possible, thus enabling a

!iI 11 ,,



simultaneous reduction of the thermal conductance without increasing the time constant of

the bolometer. This simple concept stimulated much of the work described in this

dissertation.

II

2.5 Antenna-Coupled Bolometers

The potential advantages of antenna coupled bolometers are best understood by

considering the limitations of the competing technology. A conventional composite

bolometer consists of a thin dielectric substrate and a thermometer which is usually glued

onto the substrate. The electrical leads from the thermometer also provide the thermal

conductance to the bath. A thin film absorber is usually deposited on the dielectric

substrate. In order to couple radiation efficiently, the area of the absorber should

approximately equal or be greater than the square of the wavelength of the incoming

radiation. The only way to reduce the heat capacity of the bolometer then, is to thin the

substrate. This can either be done by mechanical polishing techniques, 22 or by fabricating

thin membranes for the supporting substrate. 23 In either case, the constraint on the area of

the bolometer limits further reductions of the heat capacity.

A very different approach is to use thin film technology and lithographic patterning

techniques to reduce the volume of the thermally active region to a fraction of a cubic

micron. This should be compared to = 108 I.tm3 for the volume of a conventional

composite bolometer. The active region typically consists of an absorber to dissipate the rf

currents in the antenna, and a thermometer to measure the resultant temperature rise. The

thermometer can also act as the rf absorber and need not be a separate element. A

comprehensive discussion of the sensing element will be postponed until later chapters.

Millimeter wave radiation is coupled to the active region, which is much smaller than a

wavelength, by means of an antenna, 24 the properties of which will be discussed in the

following section.



2.6 Antenna Theory

An antenna is a mode converter for electromagnetic waves. For a typical

measurement, the signal consists of electromagnetic waves that propagate in free space.
I

The detecting element on the other hand, is usually mounted in an electromagnetic

" environment which is poorly matched to free space. The antenna can be regarded as a sort

of 'transformer', taking one form of field pattern and converting it into another.

Antennas that are used for millimeter and submillimeter waves can be grouped into two

broad categories. At low frequencies (f<300 GHz), feed horn antennas are often used to

couple free space radiation to a waveguide which subsequently dissipates the rf power in

the detecting element (Fig. 2.2a). As the frequency is increased however, these structures

become increasingly difficult to fabricate. Planar lithographed antennas (Fig. 2.2b) are

now becoming the technology of choice for applications requiring operation at frequencies

up to several THz, and array compatibility. Ali of the detector concepts described in this

dissertation have incorporated the planar antenna concept.

The common figures of merit for antennas are a) Antenna pattern, b) Frequency

response, c) Antenna impedance, and d) Antenna efficiency. 25 In reality, these

characteristics are mutually dependent, but for sake of clarity will be discussed separately.

a) The variation in direction of the flux P that is coupled to an antenna is called the

antenna pattern, and is primarily influenced by the physical shape of the antenna, lt is

customary to use spherical coordinates to describe this pattern, thus P=P(@,O). For many

applications, it is desirable to radiate most of the power in a fairly narrow solid angle which

" is called the main lobe. The remaining power will radiate in other directions into what are

, called side lobes . Much effort in the development of antennas is devoted towards

increasing the fractional power coupled to the main lobe.

b) An antenna usually responds to radiation within a frequency band which is determined

by its physical geometry. For instance, the short wavelength limit of an otherwise lossless

antenna is determined by the smallest features of the antenna structure. In addition,

_iI 13



Device mounted
in waveguide

//-)... .Waveguide
Antenna

a)

Device mounted

between antenna /

b)

Fig. 2.2 a) Combination of antenna, transmission line, and back-short arranged to °
couple a small device to an electromagnetic signal propagating in free space.
b) Planar antenna used to couple radiation to a device that is located
between the antenna terminals. Ali components are deposited directly on a
substrate so that arrays can be conveniently produced by conventional
lithographic techniques. The area of the active region is typically several
square microns.

14
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resonant structures in the antenna can also influence the bandwidth.

c) In order that the active region dissipate ali of the radiation that couples to the antenna, it

is necessary that the rf impedance of the absorber equal the complex conjugate of the rf

• impedance of the antenna. This is an analogous to the case where a waveguide is

terminated in a matched load. A useful case is when the antenna impedance is real and

frequency independent.

d) The antenna efficiency is primarily influenced by rf losses. The issue is that an

antenna which has a high surface resistance can dissipate rf power which is subsequently

made unavailable for detection. Thus, most antennas are fabricated from low loss metals

such as copper or gold. lt is also quite common to use superconducting antennas which

have very low rf losses up to frequencies corresponding to the energy gap of the

superconductor.

The ability to fabricate thin film structures with a sub-micron resolution, has enabled

the development of a variety of novel planar-antenna structures which are deposited on a

dielectric substrate. The main advantages of these antennas is ease of fabrication, array

compatibility, and response at frequencies higher than those where feed horns and

waveguide coupled structures cease to be useful. A very useful type of antenna is a self-

complementary antenna, examples of which are shown in Fig. 2.3. A self-complementary

structure is one in which the shape of the regions that are covered by metal is the same as

the regions of the bare dielectric. The impedance of a planar antenna suspended in free

space Zant, is related to the impedance of its complementary structure Zcomp which is

generated by replacing the metal regions with air and vice versa, via Booker's theorem 26

• ZantZcomp = Zo2/4. (2.11)

Here 7_,0=377fl is the impedance of free space. A direct consequence of this theorem is

that for a self complementary structure with Zant=Zcomp, Zam=188.5 t'l is real and
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a) b)

Fig. 2.3 a) Sheet circular-toothed log-periodic antenna, b) Two-arm log-spiral
antenna.
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independent of frequency. A self-complementary antenna thus has the potential of being

very broadband. For a planar antenna located on a dielectric half space Booker's theorem

is no longer valid because of the breaking of symmetry, but can be approximated by

t Zant = 188.5/21/2(1 + e) 1/2li, (2.12)

where is e the dielectric constant of the substrate. 24 For a quartz substrate Zant=120 f_.

Strictly speaking, Zant will remain independent of frequency only for wavelengths which

are of the same order as the smallest and largest features of the antenna that maintain the

self-complementary structure.

An additional characteristic of planar antennas located on thick dielectric substrates is

that they radiate preferentially through the substrate. 24 This can be understood by

considering a planar dipole antenna. The dipole measures the parallel component of the

electric field. The local electric field at the antenna terminals is larger when the signal is

incident from the dielectric side rather than from free space (due to the induced electric

fields in the dielectric). The result is that the response of the dipole is larger when the wave

is incident from the dielectric. A useful coupling scheme is to deposit the antenna on the

back side of a dielectric lens, which can be used to further collimate the beam pattern. A

variety of quasi-optical coupling techniques have been proposed and constitute an active

field of research.

An important difference between antennas and conventional absorbers (such as an

absorbing film) is in the manner in which they couple to radiation, and in particular to

, thermal radiation. An antenna couples to one spatial radiation mode and one polarization,

whereas a conventional absorber can couple to many spatial radiation modes and two

polarizations. This difference can be understood in the following manner: The rf currents

in an antenna are constrained to flow only along one direction at the feed of the antenna,

and thus have only one degree of freedom. A conventional absorber on the other hand has

1 17



a very large number of degrees of freedom because it is comprised of a very large number

of randomly oriented oscillators (atoms) that couple to the radiation field. Since bolometers

are frequently used to detect thermal radiation, I will briefly summarize some standard

results from thermal physics. The power per mode in a frequency bandwidth dv, from a

blackbody maintained at temperature T is,19

p = hvdv (2.13)
exp(hv/kT)- 1 "

For a conventional absorber with an optical throuput Al2 equal to the product of the area A

at the beam focus times the angle f2 of divergence from the focus, the power radiated from

the blackbody is

P = 2Af2hv3dv , (2.14)
c2[exp(hv/kT) - 1]

where c is the speed of light. 19 The quantity 2ADJ'L2 (where Xr=c) can thus be interpreted

as the number of spatial modes that couple to the absorber. In a frequency bandwidth dr,

and for a constant throughput, the ratio of the power that couples to a conventional

absorber to the single mode antenna power is proportional to v 2. The limitation to one

spatial mode for the antenna coupled bolometer is an advantage for diffraction limited

observations over a broad spectral range, where it is often necessary to efficiently reject

short wavelength background radiation. Thus, antenna coupled bolometers can be more

useful for diffraction limited broadband observations, whereas conventional composite

bolometers would be more useful for broadband, constant throughput spectroscopic

applications.

In chapter 5, I will present measurements of the frequency dependent optical

efficiency of a self-complementary, log-periodic antenna and will discuss in further detail

several of the issues which were mentioned here.
18
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Chapter 3: High-T a Microbolometer

3.1 Introduction

, Bolometers that use the resistive transition of high temperature superconductors as a

sensitive thermometer are of much interest since there are many applications for infrared
11

detectors, at wavelengths >200 ktrn, where liquid nitrogen temperatures are acceptable and

liquid helium temperatures are not. Applications include laboratory infrared spectrometers

and long term observation of the earth or nearby planets from long lived space platforms.

To date however, there has not existed a suitable technology for thermal detectors operating

near 77 K. Consequently, thermal detectors operated at room temperatures are often used in

applications which would greatly benefit from the improved performance of a properly

optimized detector operated near 77 K. The performance of an ideal composite bolometer

operated at 90 K, with a heat sink temperature of 77 K was calculated by Richards et al. in

1989. 3 They estimated a noise equivalent power that is 100 times better than the

--5x10 "10 WHz 1/2 available from commercial pyroelectric detectors operated at room

temperatures. The antenna-coupled high-T c bolometer (referred to as the high-T c

microbolometer) was proposed by Hu et al. in 1989.4 The potential advantages of this

particular configuration is the low NEP, short time constant, and array compatibility. In

their proposed design a planar liLhograp_ed antenna is used to couple the radiation to a thin

YBCO film with dimensions (=6x 13 l.tm2) which are much smaller than the wavelength to

be measured. This film acts both as the resistor to thermalize the rf currents and as a

transition edge thermometer to measure the resulting temperature rise. Because of its small

size, both the thermal conductance from the film into the bulk of the substrate and the heat

- capacity of the thermally active region are small. Consequently, the microbolometer has

low noise, fast response and a high voltage responsivity. This subject of this chapter is the

fabrication and measurement of the high-T c microbolometer. I will review the basic

operating principles of the microbolometer, describe the fabrication process, and present
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the experimental results. I will conclude with a discussion of the current limitations of the

high-T c microbolometer, and possibilities for additional improvements.

3.2 Energy Dissipation

The significant reduction in the heat capacity of the thermally active region relative to
lt

that of conventional composite bolometers is one of the main advantages of this device.

The thermal time constant of the microbolometer is --10-6 s, which is much shorter than is

required for most applications. Consequently, the performance of the microbolometer can

be improved by reducing the thermal conductance from the film to the environment,

without being restricted by speed of response considerations.

At temperatures above =30 K, the thermal isolation is primarily controlled by the flow

of heat from the small area YBCO film to the bulk of the substrate. Following the analysis

of Ref. 4, the thermal conductance G from the superconducting film to the bulk of the

substrate can be written as the following integral

G(¢.o)= A--_ ]VT(r)ds, (3.1)
area

where _: is the thermal conductivity of the substrate, T(r) is the position dependent

temperature in the substrate, AT is the temperature difference between the film and the

substrate far from the film, and the integral is over the contact area between the film and the

substrate. If we model the contact between the film and the substrate as a hemisphere of

radius a such that A=2na 2 is the area of :he film, then the radial diffusion equation gives

&

T(r) = Ts + AT(a/r)exp[(a-r)/L]exp[i(00t - r/L)], (3.2)

where Ts is the sink temperature, L=(2r_¢_) 1/2is the thermal diffusion length, c is the

substrate heat capacity per unit volume, and o_=2xf is the modulation frequency. The
20



frequency dependent thermal conductance calculated from F-xi.3.1 is then Oven by

G(o_) = k'(2r,,A)l/2[(1 + xI/2001/2)2+ xo_]1/2, (3.3)

where x=cA/4xx: is an effective time constant. At low frequencies, G(0) is fr, quency

" independent while for L'equencies much higher than 1/_, G_o_ 1/2.

The contact area between the superconducting thermometer and the antenna edges

provides an alternate path for heat dissipation. This additional contribution to the total

thermal conductance is ditficult to calculate precisely. However, previous estimates 27and

present measurements indicate that this is not the Oominant thermal conduction path.

If we model the thermal circuit as a heat capacity C coupled to a heat bath through a

conductance G(¢.o),then the voltage responsivity is given by

S= I(dR/dT) (3.4)
G(o_) + ioK_ '

where I is the bias current, dR/dT is the temperature coefficient of resistance, and cois the

modulation frequency. The second term in the denominator can be neglected because of the

small thermal mass of the film. From the previous discussions it is seen that the best

performance is obtained for a small film area deposited on a low thermal conductivity

substrate.

3.3 Radiation Coupling
o

It is necessary to understand the rf properties of the YBCO strip in order to design an

* efficient match to the antenna. Miller ct al.28 have made direct measurements of the

absortivity of YBCO films and concluded that the rf impedance is adequately described by

the two fluid model up _o =15 THz. In this model, the surface impedance of a film of

_" arbitrarythickness is given by the following expression, _'
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Zs = i2mcB°c°th[t(1/X2 + 2i/_2)1/2] . (3.5)
(i/_2+ 2i/82)I/2

W

Here )_=_'o[l'(T/Tc)4]"I/2 is the superconducting penetrationdepth,

8=[I/l.to_n(T/Tc)4_¢]I/2istheclassicalskindepthcalculatedforthenormalcarriersbelow

Tc,On istheconductivityinthenormalstate,tisthefilmthickness,and v istherf

frequency.Thismodelisvalidinthenormalstateifwe setT/Tc=Iand_,=oo.When the

filmthicknesst<<8,thenormalstatesurfaceimpedancefrom Eq.(4)isjustthedc

resistancepersquareofthestripZs=(t_n)"I.Fora YBCO stripbiasedatthemidpointof

theresistivetransition,itisthenreasonabletoassumethatdcresistancepersquareofthe

filmisapproximatelyequaltotherfsurfaceimpedance.A moredetaileddiscussionofthis

- issuewillbepresentedinchapter5.

The moststraightforwardthermometerdesignisa simplestripoflengthI,widthw,

andthicknesst,locateddirectlybetweentheantennaterminals.The impedanceofsucha

strip is
-

Zbolo = ZS//W + ZL, (3.6)

where ZL is the impedance due to the geometrical inductance of a rectangular _hin strip

over a dielectric haft plane and is approximately given by ZL=i 1.5x10"12vl where 1is in l.tm

and in ZL ohms. 30 The ratio of the power coupled into the strip_to the power available at
g

the antenna terminals is given by the usual ratio of antenna and sensor impedances can be

written as 4Zant.R[(Zant.+R)2+lZL 12]'1.31 The coupling of i'f currents into the strip will

thus weakly depend on frequency for frequencies such that IZLl<Zant.. For typical strip

paramet-ers, the frequency at which IZLl=Zant.is ---3THz. The rf matching problem is thus

reduced to matching the dc resistance of the strip to the real antenna impedance.
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The antenna used for this investigation was a self complementary equiangular spiral

antenna which has an impedance of 75 fl for a ZrO 2 substrate. 32 Since planar antennas

located on a dielectric surface radiate primarily into the dielectric, the signals are introduced

, through the back surface of the dielectric which is often placed on the back side of a

dielectric lens.
lt

3.4 Device Fabrication

In order to maximize the sensitivity of the microbolometer several conditions must be

met. First, the resistance of the superconducting thermometer, when maintained at the

center of its resistive transition, must match the antenna impedance of =77 f_. Since high

quality films of YBCO have typical resistivities of =100 gf_=cm just above the resistive

transition, film thicknesses of = 1000/_ are required. The second requirement is that of a

low thermal conductivity substrate which is simultaneously compatible with YBCO and is

not lossy at infrared frequencies. ZrO 2 stabilized with Y203 (YSZ) has favorable thermal

and film growth properties, lt has a thermal conductivity x:--0.015 Wcm" 1K'1,33 a specific

heat c--0.7 Jcm'3K "1 34and a dielectric constant 8=12.5.35)

A collaborative effort was established with Conductus Inc. in which the films would

be deposited at Conductus, whereas the devices would be patterned and tested at Berkeley.

In situ, off axis sputtered YBCO films (--1000 /_ thick) were deposited on YSZ

substrates. 36 Subsequently, =2500 ./_of silver were deposited without breaking vacuum.

The antenna pattern was defined using standard photolithographic techniques and the silver

was etched in a IH202:1NH4OH:2CH3OH solution. The YBCO microbridge was then

defined and etched in a ---0.5%phosphoric acid etch. The resulting structure had an active

• area of =6x 13 }.tm2 with a transition width of =2 K and a resistance of =40 fl at the center

of the transition (Fig. 3.1). The substrate was mounted onto the back side of

the hyperhemispherical sapphire lens with Apiezon N-grease 37 and electrical contacts

were made at the antenna terminals with silver paint. The temperature of the substrate-lens

1
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Fig. 3.1 Temperaturedependenceof the resistance of a typicalmicrobolometer
(measuredat a biasof 100 pA), also plotted is the temperaturecoefficient of
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combination was regulated at the center of the n_sistive transition using a commercial diode

thermometer and controller. 38

iq

3.5 Electrical and Optical Characterization

In order to calibrate the responsivity of the microbolometer it is necessary to measure

the total thermal conductance from the thermally active region to the environment. As

previously discussed, this information is contained in the dc I-V curve. The electrical

power dissipated in the thermometer raises its temperature which results in a higher

resistance. When the temperature was regulated at the center of the transition, a strong

linear dependence of the resistance on the bias current was observed. This non-thermal

behavior dominates the thermal effects. Thus, I-V curves were measured just above the

resistive transition. Fig. 3.2 shows a typical resistance versus power load curve. The

slight curvature is due to the change in dR/dT as the thermometer changes temperature.

From the slope we obtain G(0)=3.6x10 "5 W/K, while Eq. 3.3 predicts a value of

3.3x10 "5W/K. The difference may be due to conduction of heat through the antenna. For

a bias current of 600 gA, the voltage responsivity is =580 V/W.

The low impedance characteristic of anterma coupled devices necessitates the use of a

transformer at the first stage of amplification. The electrical circuit that was used for the

NEP measurements is shown in Fig. 3.3. A blocking capacitor (C=100 BF) was used in

conjunction with an Ithaco model 565 (1"10 turn ratio) low noise transformer and

amplifier. 39 With this configuration it was possible to bias the bolometer without passing a

current through the transformer windings. A comprehensive discussion of the use of

, transformers as low noise amplifiers for source impedances <100 f2 is given in App. A.

The voltage noise, when referred to the input of the transformer was 0.1 nVHz "1/2between

0.01-25 kHz. The Johnson noise from the resistance of the microbolometer was a

factor of =5 higher.

in order to determine the nature of the noise, it is useful to plot the bias cument
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Fig. 3.2 Resistance versuspower load curve measuredjust above the resistive
transition. The slope of this curveequals (dR/dT)G-1. For a bias current of
600 gA, the voltage responsivity is 583 V/W.
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amplifier

Fig. 3.3 Schematic of the m/crobolometer readout circuit For a transformer operating
at 300 K, the voltage noise is =0.1 nVHz -1/2. A comprehensive discussion
of transfonuers as low noise amplifiers for source resistances between
1-100 _2is given in appendix A.
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dependence of the NEP which is deduced from the ratio of the output voltage noise and the

measured voltage responsivity. Fig. 3.4 is a plot of the electrical NEP as a function of bias

current. Superposed is the theoretical curve which was deduced from the area of the

microbolometer, the thermal conductivity of the substrate, and the measured temperature
4

coefficient of resistance (and assuming negligible contributions from 1/f and amplifier

noise). The solid line is the theoretical phonon noise limit (4kT2G)l/2. At a bias current

of -600 la.A,the sensitivity of the microbolometer is seen to be limited by intrinsic thermal

fluctuations in the active region, this is the optimum limit for any thermal detector because it

indicates that the contribution to the NEP from ali other noise sources has been made

negligible. Additional improvements in the sensitivity of the microbolometer are possible

only by reducing the thermal conductance to the environment. This can be achieved by

depositing the YBCO film on a substrate with a lower thermal conductivity, by patterning a

smaller active area, by creating artificial thermal barriers between the film and the substrate,

or by depositing the film on a thin membrane (this latter possibility will be discussed in

section 3.7). lt should be noted that the -_2.6 nVHz "1/2 voltage noise at the output of the

microblmeter can be read out with conventional FET amplifiers which have a typical input

voltage noise of =1.5 nVHz 1/2. The current noise in the amplifier makes a small

contribution to the total noise of the amplifier due to the small bolometer resistances.

The frequency dependence of the NEP is shown in Fig. 3.5 for a bias current of

500 gA. The solid line is the NEP expected in the absence of 1/f and amplifier noise. The

exact origin of the excess noise at frequencies below =1 kHz is not fully understood, but is

believed to be influenced by the deposition and patterning process.

Measurements of the optical response of the microbolometer were made at 90 GHz

with a Gunn oscillator whose bias was electrically switched. The oscillator was coupled to

a conventional feed horn via a waveguide. Radiation from the oscillator was directed

towards the dewar window. We did not attempt to optimize the coupling efficiency since

the signal from the oscillator was sufficiently high. In Fig. 3.6 we plot the optical response
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Fig. 3.4 The measured and calculated NEP (at 10 kHz). For a bias current larger
than about 500 la.A,the NEP is limited by intrinsic energy fluctuations in the
YBCO strip, this is the ideal limit for a thermal detector.
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Fig. 3.6 Frequency response of the microbolometer at 90 GHz. The response
calculated from the simplified thermal model agrees well with the measured
response.
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of the microbolometer as well as the frequency dependence calculated from the thermal

model discussed in section 3.2. The agreement is quite satisfactory if one takes into

account the simplified nature of the model.

3.6 Measurements of the Optical efficiency

In order to accurately measure the optical efficiency, it is necessary to have a well

calibrated source. In addition, the beam patterns of both the source and the detector must

be known in order to estimate the coupling losses. A blackbody source appears to be a

convenient choice. The power from the blackbody is well known and given by P=kBTB

in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, which is appropriate for this experiment. Here T is the

temperature of the blackbody, and B is its optical bandwidth. 19 Furthermore, it is possible

to minimize the coupling losses by overfilling the beam pattern of the detector with the

blackbody radiation.

In our configuration shown in Fig. 3.7, a sheet of Ecosorb AN72, 40 immersed in

liquid nitrogen, serves as a 77 K blackbody source. The optical bandwidth B is determined

by cooled fused quartz and black polyethylene filters, at the cryostat entrance, which had a

measured effective bandwidth of 1.5 THz (50 cml). Thus, when chopped between 77 K

and room temperature, the incident power is P=4.5x10 -9 W. The integrated optical

efficiency, defined as the ratio of the detected power to the incident power at the TPX lens,

was measured to be 5%. The coupling efficiency for a planar antenna suspended in free

space is 50%, and =75% when deposited on a dielectric. 24 This indicates that the losses in
o

the lens and antenna system were =15 dB over the frequency range (0-50 cm -1) of the

observation. The observed losses can be accounted for as follows. The TPX lens had a

measured frequency independent loss of 1 dB. The losses of the YSZ/Apiezon N-

grease/Sapphire lens combination were measured to be 9 dB when normalized to the optical

bandwidth. The main source of loss is in the 0.5 mm thick YSZ substrate, whose

measured transmittance becomes negligible above =30 cm'l. 41

j
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Chopper Cooled Filters Sapphire Lens
TPX Lens

77 K Blackbody f - 100 Hz YSZ Substrate

Fig. 3.7 Schematic of the experimental setup used to measure the optical efficiency
of the quasi-optical system. The substrate is mounted on the flat side of a
hyperhemispherical sapphire lens (D=0.5"). A TPX lens (f/1.16) is used
to further narrow the beam.
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3.7 Conclusions

To date, the electrical NEP of the microbolometer is the lowest of any other high-T c

detector. Its sensitivity can be improved by further reducing the thermal conductance G

from the YBCO film to the substrate. This can be achieved by reducing the contact area of

the YBCO film with the underlying substrate. Alternatively, it may be possible to deposit

buffer layers between the film and the substrate, and subsequently increase the thermal

isolation. This latter possibility will be investigated in the following chapter. In either

case, the minimum permissible value of G is ultimately determined by the background

power loading P through the relatien P=GAT, where AT is the difference between the

operating temperature and the heat sink temperature.

Significant improvements in the optical efficiency appear possible. Since the majority

of the losses are due to absorption in the substrate, the use of a thinned YSZ substrate

should reduce these losses. In addition, the use of reflecting optics, and perhaps a quartz

lens should reduce the losses in the TPX lens and broaden the optical bandwidth (quartz is

less lossy than sapphire at =100 em'l). A better overall approach would be to deposit the

antenna and the sensing element on a thin membrane. Because the membrane can be made

much thinner than the detected wavelength, the antenna effectively radiates in free space,

thus eliminating the substrate loss as well as the need for a dielectric lens• Measurements

on log-periodic bismuth microbolometers deposited on a l_m silicon-oxynitride membrane

show no sidelobes and a 3 dB beamwidth of 40". 42 Because the thermometer i_ deposited

on a thin membrane, the thermal conductance G is calculated in the two dimensional limit

and, in general, will be lower than the three dimensional case, yielding a slower bolometer

with a smaller NEP.
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F,,halKer 4: Thermal Boundary Resistance for YBCO Films

4.1 Introduction

Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity, much attention has been focused on

" the response of thin superconducting films to pulsed radiation from visible to far infrared

wavelengths. The motivations for these v:_periments were to develop sensitive radiation

detectors, fast optical switches, and to gain a broader understanding of the physics of high-

Tc superconductivity. A typical experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 4.1a. A thin

film of YBCO is patterned into a narrow strip, typic'flly 2..I00 l.trnwide. The strip is

biased at a constant current I, and the vo!,age V across the strip is monitored. The time

dependence of the response, after a short (ns) laser pulse incident on the strip, is shown in

Fig. 4.1b. Observations of a variety of response times fror,l femtosecor_ds to milliseconds

with different temperature dependencies have caused some confusion about the _:es_nse

mechanisms. Several studies identify a bolometric re._ponse,due to heating of the film

relative to distant parts of the subswate.43"45Others have p_posed mechanisms relating to

vortex motion, 6''/phase slips, 8 and non-equilibrium superconductivity6. 9 to account for

what is claimed to be a nonbolometric response. Any attempt to model the therrn_!

response, and hence to test the hypothesis of a nonbolometric mechanism, requires a

quantitative knowledge of the thermal contact between the film and the substrate.46 This

information has not generally been available to the community.

In the previous chapter, the properties of the high-Tc microbolometer were analyzed in

terms of the heat flow through the substrate. This analysis is quite valid for low

, modulation frequencies and for substrates with a low thermal conductivity. However, if

one is trying to understand the transient response of YBCO films to very short laser pulses,

it is necessary to understand and incorporate the effects of the thermal boundary resistance

between the film and the substrate, lt is unfortunate that much of the community was

i completely unaware of the importance of this effect.
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Fig. 4.1 a) Typical experimental setup for measurement of the response of thin
YBCO films to pulsed laser radiation, b) Typical observed voltage response
of a YBCO film to a laser pulse (ns duration).
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I will first give an overview of the thermal boundary resistance at low and high

temperatures. I will then discuss the difficulties associated with the measurement of RixIat

high temperatures, and present the experimental configuration which resolves these

. difficulties. Finally, I will conclude by arguing that the nanosecond response time of

YBCO films can be entirely explained by the thermal boundary resistance, and will

speculate on the origin of the shorter response times that are observed.

4.2 Theoretical Background

The thermal boundary resistance Rbd is defined as the ratio of the temperature

difference AT across an interface to the power per unit area P/A flowing across it,

Rbd = ATA/P. (4.1)

This definition is general and applies to both phonon and electron trar_sport. We are

interested in the case where at least one of the interfaces is a dielectric, so that only

phonons can transport energy across the interface. The characteristics of the thermal

boundary resistance are strongly dependent on the temperature and can not be described by

one specific model. I will thus give a brief overview of the theory which is used to explain

the boundary, resistance at low temperatures, and also discuss our current understanding of

the behavior of Rbd at high temperatures.

At temperatures below _-30 K, the Acoustic Mismatch Model (AMM) developed by

W. A. Little has been very successful in explaining thermal boundary resistances. 47 The

analysis is simple enough that it is worthwhile to present it here. The power flow across an

• interface (from side 1 to side 2) is the sum over ali frequencies and incident angles of the

number of phonons that are incident on a unit area A per unit time, times the phonon energy

hto, times the transmission probability CXI.>2. This Can be written as
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PI _2(T) = 4_ _f_N 1,j(c0, T'h t.0a 1o2(O,J)Cl,jCOSOsinOdtl)dOcl_. (4.2)
J cb@_

Here NIj(C0,T) is the product of the phonon density of states (per unit volume) times the

Bose-Einstein occupation factor in side 1, the subscript j is the phonon mode, clj is the

phonon propagation velocity of mode j in side 1, and (Xl.>2(@,j) is the transmission

probability for a phonon of mode j to be transmitted to side 2. Here we have assumed that

the transmission probability is independent of the phonon energy and bath temperature.

The justification of Eq. (4.2) is simple, Nlj(m,T)CljCOsOdfl/4_ is just the number of

phonons with a given frequency and element of solid angle df2=sinOdtl)d@ that are

incident on the surface per unit time. Here @ is the angle between the phonon propagation

direction and the normal to the interface, and ¢ is the azimuthal angle. The thermal

boundary resistance is then given by

P2_l(T2 )" PI._,2(T1)

Rbd= A(T2 - TI ) . (4.3)

Thus far, the analysis has been independent of the operating temperature and the exact

nature of the scattering mechanism at the interface, and thus applies equally well to ali

temperatures. Little was able to solve this model by making the assumptions that the

propagation of the phonons is governed by continuum acoustics, and that the interface can

be treated as a plane. These assumptions are expected to hold at low temperatures where

the dominant phonon wavelengths of --400 ti, at 1 K,48 are much larger than a typical lattice

spacing. The heart of the problem lies in the calculation of the transmission probability for

the various phonon modes. In the continuum acoustic limit the transmission probability

can be derived by imposing the appropriate boundary conditions on the values of the

displacement and stress at the interface. These calculations are difficult since it is necessary
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to keep track of one longitudinal and two transverse phonon modes (for a one atom basis),

and the possibility of mode conversion processes at the interface. I will not attempt to

derive these probabilities but remark that they depend on the angle of incidence O, and on

• ratios of the acoustic impedances Z=pc of the two materials, where p is the mass density.

We can now derive the temperature dependence of the thermal boundary resistance at low

temperatures. It is customary to assume that the solid is isotropic and to use the Debye

approximation for the density of states. Thus, the number of phonons per unit volume, at

temperature T and with an energy between hto and hto+d(hto) is given by49

c°2dto (4.4)

Nl'j(to'T)dto= 2r:2c_.j [exp(hta_T)- 1)]'

One then proceeds by making the usual assumption that the Debye temperature is much

higher than the temperature of interest, so that the integration over to in Eq. 4.2 can be

extended to infinity. The standard result for the boundary resistance then follows,

IiI/I;2k '_c. 2 T-3 ,
(4.5)

where

rtl2

F 1.j= Ia_ 42 (O'j)c°sOsinOdO . (4.6)
• 0

As previously discussed, the calculation of the transmission probability is difficult.

The values of F1,j are usually tabulated as a function of the ratio of the two material

densities, the longitudinal velocities, Poisson's ratio for each side, and the ratio of the

longitudinal to transverse velocities on each side. One then calculates the coefficient of T"3
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in Eq. (4.5). It is customary to group the various terms into one coefficient so that

Rbd-BT "3. A general rule of thumb is that for most materials, B varies from about

6 K4cm2/W (aluminum on quartz) to 90 K4cm2/W (indium on diamond). For YBCO on

sapphire I calculate B=I7 K4cm2/W.

At temperatures above =30 K, the shorter phonon wavelengths (---4/_,at 100 K)48 are

very sensitive to interface imperfections and irregularities. As a result the measurt.d Rlxl

does not continue to decrease as T3, but approaches a constant value at high temperatures.

At 100 K Rbd can exceed the ideal model predictions by several orders of magnitude.

Although the exact details of this discrepancy are not well understood, it is generally argued

that phonon scattering caused by disorder in the subsurface region is a strong candidate. 50

Fig. 4.2 shows the typical temperature dependence of Rbd at low and high temperatures.

Low temperature physicists are generally familiar with thermal boundary resistances.

They play an important role in steady state experiments because they become important

compared with bulk thermal conductances in many experimental situations. At higher

temperatures, boundary resistances can often be neglected, but not when fast phenomena in

thin films are involved.

4.3 Measurement Scheme

The goal of our experiments was to measure the magnitude of the thermal boundary

resistance at =90 K. We wanted to know whether Rbd was significantly higher than the

predictions of the AMM. The experiment would thus have to resolve at least 10% of the

predictions of the AMM at and above 90 K. This is not such an easy task at these

temperatures because the thermal conductance across the interface can be several orders of

magnitude higher than the thermal conductance from a typical distance through the substrate

between adjacent thermometers.

Our measurements of the thermal boundary resistance use the technique reported by

Swartz and Pohl. 51 The experimental geometry, shown in Fig. 4.3, consisted of three
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Ln(Rbd)

Measured

/

b.._
v

Ln(T)
a)

T < 30 K T > 30 K

b)

. Fig. 4.2 a) Typical temperaturedependence of the thermal boundaryresistance. At
temperatures <30 K, the thermal boundary resistance is proportional to T-3,
for higher temperaturesRbdapproaches a constant value, b) At low
temperatures,phonons propagate across the interfacein much the same way
as light reflects and refracts at the interfacebetween two materialswith
different dielectricconstants. At higher temperatures,thecontact region
is no longer a perfectinterface, and additional scatteringmechanisms
become important.
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Fig. 4.3 Experimental configuration. The interface studied lies beneath the left strip,
which is biased with a relatively high current I.
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closely spaced, long, narrow strips of YBCO which were patterned using standard

photolithographic techniques. A silver fan-out pattern at each end of the strips led to

current and potential pads. The dc electrical resistance of each strip was measured as a

. function of temperature from 90 K to 200 K using low bias currents for ali three strips.

Subsequently, a relatively large bias current was passed through strip 1 causing its

temperature T 1to rise significantly. The resistances of strips 2 and 3 were again measured

with a small enough bias that the temperatures T2 and T3 deduced for each strip were

essentially equal to the temperatures of the substrate directly underneath the strips. Both T 1
!

and the dissipated power P were measured. The temperature T 1 of the substrate beneath

strip 1 was calculated from a two dimensional solution of the time independent heat

equation which is a good approximation to the experimental geometry. 52

!

T 1 = T + P(2Ln_z)l[(x-1)21n(x-1) + (x+l)21n(x+l) - 2x21nx]. (4.7)

Here P/L is the power per unit length dissipated in strip 1, T is the temperature of the

substrate under one of the other strips, K:is the thenr_al conductivity of the substrate, and x
!

is the ratio of the strip separation s to strip width d. Both T 1 and K:were deduced by using

Eq. 4.7 for the two cases T=T 2, x=s/d and T=T 3, x=2s/d as is shown in Fig. 4.3. The
!

boundary resistance was then obtained from Eq. 4.1, where AT=T1-T 1 . This

measurement scheme is able to eliminate many of the experimental difficulties discussed

earlier by reducing the contact area between the films and the substrate to several square

microns, and the distance between adjacent thermometers to several microns.
o

- 4.4 Sample Fabrication

We chose to measure the thermal boundary resistance for several commonly used

substrates. We were also interested in studying the effects of buffer layers on Rbd. The

hope was that these buffer layers, which would be deposited between the YBCO film and
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the substrate, might be able to enhance Rbd, and thus permit the development of

microbolometers with higher sensitivities. An additional collaboration was established with

Conductus Inc. in which the samples would be deposited at Conductus, and subsequently

patterned and measured at Berkeley. Epitaxial buffer layers which consisted of 100-500 A

of SrTiO 3, LaAIO3, CaTiO3, or MgO, were deposited by laser ablation on (1102) sapphire

substrates after which ---2000,/kepitaxial films of YBCO were deposited in situ by laser

ablation using deposition parameters that have been discussed elsewhere. 53 In addition,

YBCO films were deposited on (100) lanthanum aluminate substrates by the same method

but without buffer layers. The films were subsequently ion milled in another chamber to

remove ---500 A of the YBCO surface and =2500 A of silver was ion beam sputtered in

situ. The contact pads were patterned using standard photolithography and the silver was

etched in a solution of 1H202:1NH4OH:2CH3OH. The YBCO strips were then similarly

defined and etched in =0.5% phosphoric acid and oxygen annealed at 500 °C for 5

minutes. The resulting structure consisted of three strips, each 12 ktm wide, 300 I.tmlong

and separated by 24 ktm. Typical resistances above the resistive transition were -250 f2,

and the temperature coefficient of resistance was dR/dT --2 f2/K. The transition widths of

several Kelvin were not broadened by patterning indicating that the film quality was not

significantly affected by the patterning process. The substrate was mounted on a computer-

controlled temperature regulated stage.

4.5 Experimental Results

The major difficulties of the experiment were due to the dc nature of the

measurements. Thermoelectric voltage offsets and slow drifts can often complicate dc

measurements. In addition, we were concerned that the resistance of the YBCO strips

might dependent on the bias current, lt should be mentioned that these effects pertain only

to strip 1, because the bias current of strips 2 and 3 was not varied. The simplest solution

to the thermoelectric voltage problem was to reverse the current polarity. Also, by
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repeating the measurements for different values of bias current through strip 1, we verified

that its resistance was ohmic. An additional consideration was pointed out by Kenneth E.

Goodson .54 He argued that because the thermal conductivity of YBCO is small (=4).01

. W/cm-K at 100 K), 55 temperature gradients can exist along the direction perpendicular to

the plane of the film. The film closer to the interface is at a lower temperature than the

section of the film furthest from the interface. Thus, the average temperature of the film,

which is deduced from the resistance of the film, must be corrected for this effect. The

analysis is rather simple and will not be presented here. It does imply however, that the

thermal boundary resistance is =33% smaller than that calculated from the isothermal film

model.

In a typical experiment, approximately 50 mW of power was dissipated in the first

strip. The temperature rise of the strip relative to the substrate was =1.4 K, whereas the

temperature difference between strip 1 and 2 varied between 0.2 K and 2.0 K. In Fig. 4.4

we show the measured temperature dependence of Rbd for the various samples. Also

shown is the prediction of the acoustic mismatch model for YBCO on sapphire, neglecting

the effect of the buffer layers. The thermal boundary resistances of samples a) and b),

which had two buffer layers on sapphire, are weakly dependent on temperature while

sample c), which had only one buffer layer on sapphire has a smaller Rbd which decreases

slightly with increasing temperature. The thermal boundary resistance of sample d), which

had a lanthanum aluminate substrate without buffer layers, is similar in value to the

previous samples, implying that the buffer layers have only a modest effect on RIxi. The

larger scatter in the Rbd data for sample d) is due to the lower thermal conductivity of
)

lanthanum aluminate compared to sapphire.

- For our samples the measured values of Rbd varied from 0.3x10 "3 to 0.5x10 "3

Kcm2/W, which is almost a factor of 50 larger than the prediction of the acoustic mismatch

model at 100 K. The relative insensitivity of Rbd to temperature is a common

observation in the high temperature regime,51 where the boundary region is thick
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Fig. 4.4 Thermal boundary resistance for thin films of YBCO on sapphirewith,
a) 100 ,_,SrTiO3/100A MgO, b) 200 ,/_l.aAIO3/100 ,_ CaTiO3,and c)
500 _ CaTiO3 buffer layers. The solid line is the predictionof the
acoustic mismatchmodel (AMM) for YBCO on sapphirewithoutbuffer
layers. The thermal boundaryresistance for YBCO on lanthanumaluminate
is shown in d).
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compared to characteristic phonon wavelengths. The actual value of Rbd depends on the

surface quality of the interfaces, as well as the specific details of the deposition.

Transmission electron micrographs of these films are not available, but those for similar

. high quality epitaxial films show a variety of kinds of disorder at the interface which

propagate -=100 ]k into the film. In addition, disordered layers of order 10 A thick are

frequently seen at interfaces. 56 The thermal conductivity of this layer is not known, but

would have to be of order -_10-4 W/cmK to account for Rbd. Typical thermal conductivities

of polycrystalline YBCO are =3x10 "2W/cmK at 100 K,57 which are too high to account

for Rbd. This implies the existence of additional scattering mechanisms, such as damage in

the substrate near the interface. Carr et al. measured the response of epitaxial films of

YBCO on MgO to pulsed, broadband infrared radiation, as a function of film thickness.

They inferred a value of Rbd=-l.lxl0 "3 Kcm2/W at 90 K,43 which is close to our measured

range. Marshal et al. inferred a value of Rbd-2.5x 10-3 Kcm2/W for epitaxial films of

YBCO on MgO at 300 K using the optical-transient grating method. 58

I now consider whether the measured values for Rbd are able to account for the

observed nanosecond response time. The thermal time constant, x=C/G resulting from the

heat capacity C of the film and the boundary conductance G=A/Rbd for a f'tlm of area A, is

several nanoseconds for a 500 ,/k thick film and for our measured values of RIxl.

The most thorough thermal analysis of these experiment is that of Flick et al.,46 who

analyzed the data of Frenkel et al.7 In she absence of specific data they modeled Rbd with

the acoustic mismatch model using B--40 K4cm2/W. They concluded that the temperature

profile through the film is essentially flat even for pulses as short as 150 ps, and that most
i)

of the temperature drop occurs across the filrrdsubstrate interface rather than through the

- substrate. These conclusions are still valid for the larger values of Rbd that we measure.

Realizing that the acoustic mismatch model underestimates Rbd above =60 K, Flick et al.

calculate the effect of replacing it by a constant value of 0.2x 10-3 Kcm2/W, which was

measured for a Rh:Fe/sapphire interface. 51 While the overall agreement between the
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calculations and the data was improved, the observed response could not be explained by

the thermal hypothesis. Hence they concluded that the discrepancy is due to a

nonbolometric mechanism. The values of Rlxl that we have measured are a factor _3.5

larger than the largest values assumed by Flick et al. Consequently, the agreement

between the analysis and the data will improve, thus weakening the evidence for a

nonbolometric response on the ns time scale.

4.6 Conclusions

We have measured the thermal boundary resistance for YBCO thin f'dms deposited on

a variety of substrates. The magnitude of the thermal boundary resistance was almost two

orders of magnitude higher than the predictions of the acoustic mismatch model, and is due

perhaps, to a damage in the substrate close to the interface. The thermal relaxation time

resulting from the heat capacity of the f'tlm and the boundary conductance is several ns for a

typical film thickness. This result probably accounts for many of the experimental

observation that were explained in terms of nonbolometric detection mechanisms.

The various response times that are observed should be understood in the context of a

hierarchy of relaxation processes which can take piace after a sudden deposition of energy

in a high-Tc film. Although many details of these processes are not clear, the following

phenomena probably occur. In general, hot quasiparticles relax to large numbers of "gap

edge" quasiparticles and phonons of comparable energy in hundreds of femtoseconds. 59_60

"Gap edge" quasiparticles cannot recombine until energy leaves the excited region.

Depending on the size of this region, the energy can dissipate in picoseconds by diffusion

of quasiparticles and phonons through the film or, as shown in this work, phonons can

carry energy across the boundary in nanoseconds. Heat spreads out into the substrate in

microseconds, as in the case of the high-T c microbolometer 5 and into the heat sink in

milliseconds, as in the case of a conventional composite bolometer. The complexity of

these essentially thermal processes is a serious impediment to the unambiguous
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identification of non-thermal detection mechanisms.
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Chanter 5: Low Temnerature Suoerconductin_, Mierobolometers
-

5.1 Introduction

Having gained an understanding of antenna-coupled bolometers and of thermal

boundary resistances, we next inquired whether a low temperature version of the high-T c

microbolometer could be a useful device. Potential applications of such a device can be

understood by reference to applications of conventional composite bolometers operated at

temperatures <_4.2 K. Unlike a conventional bolometer which accepts any throughput, the

antenna coupled bolometer is limited to a single spatial mode with throughput equal to the

square of the wavelength (section 2.6). Consequently its use is favored for applications to

diffraction limited imaging or spectroscopy. Our estimates and measurements indicate that

the antenna coupled bolometer can, in principle, achieve much higher sensitivities than

conventional bolometers operated at the same temperature in applications where the

background power loading is low. There axe two NASA astrophysical spacecraft which

are proposed for this decade and which require bolometers with very high sensitivities

operating in low backgrounds. The Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) will have a

single bolometer for _._-1mm and a four bolometer array for shorter wavelengths, ali

operate at 100 mK. Backgrounds will be very low because the optics will be cooled to

-_1.5 K. The Submillimeter Moderate Mission (SM3) which will have low emissivity

--200 K optics will require large format bolometer arrays for diffraction limited imaging

which will probably operate near 300 mK as well as 100 mK arrays for spectroscopy. In

addition, bolometers are used for important astrophysical applications at millimeter and
e

submillimeter wavelengths from ground based (mountain top or south pole), airborne,

balloon, and sounding rocket platforms. Important scientific goals include observations of

molecular line emission from interstellar gas and planetary atmospheres, continuum

emission from interstellar dust, and observations of the cosmic background radiation.

For most applications, external filters are used to lira_it the detected b.andpass. At
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submillimeter wavelengths, high frequency filter leakage is a major problem since the

power from a thermal source detected by a conventional bolometer with constant

throughput increases as the square of the frequency. For an antenna coupled bolometer,

the single mode throughput decreases as the frequency squared, so that the spectrum of
o

detected power is fiat and the filtering task is easier. As will be discussed in section 5.6,

the antennas can also be used in conjunction with lithographed filter and tuning elements.

Thus, it may be possible to construct multiplexed systems by designing on-chip networks

with different bandpass filters fed from a single antenna. Using well developed

reproducible lithographic techniques it should then be possible to make powerful array

receivers with multiple spectral bands.

In the following section, I will present the basic operating principles of the Iow-T c

microbolometer and will make estimates of the expected performance. II,12 In section 5.3,

I will describe the experimental apparatus and the device fabrication process. The

experimental results will be presented in section 5.4. The Iow-T c microbolometer was

successfully used to make the first direct measurements of the frequency dependent optical

efficiency of log-periodic antennas up to =2 THz, these measurements will be discussed in

section 5.5. A brief discussion of alternative coupling schemes will be presented in section

5.6.

5.2 Operating Principles

The basic principles of the Iow-T c microbolometer are very similar to the high-T c

counterpart, a transition edge thermometer acts both as a resistive load and as a sensitive

. thermometer to thermalize the rf power from an antenna and to measure the resultant

temperature rise. As was previously discussed, the sensitivity of a thermal detector is

ultimately limited by its thermal isolation from the environment. In the proposed geometry

the absorbed power is dissipated via two paths. The first is direct heat flow from the

i superconducting thermometer into the dielectric substrate. At temperatures above =I0 K
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the thermal conductance is dominated by the bulk spreading resistance arising from the

thermal conductivity of the substrate, as is the case for the high-Tc superconducting

microbolometer that was described in chapter 3. At the lower temperatures of interest here,

thethermalboundaryresistancecontributessignificantlytothethermalisolation,andbelow

severalKelvincontrolstheheatflow(chapter4 containsa comprehensivediscussionof

thermalboundaryresistances).The acousticmismatchtheory,developedby W. A.

Little,47 has bccn verysuccessfulinexplainingthermalboundaryresistancesat

temperaturesbelow=30 K. Accordingtothistheory,thethermalconductanceisgivenby

G=AT3/B, (5.1)

where A is the contact area, and T is the temperature. The parameter B depends on the

I densities and sound velocities of the materials and is usually =20 K4cm2/W.

| The contact area between the metal absorber and the antenna terminals provides an
J

i alternate path for heat dissipation. In addition to the phonon relaxation mechanism
discussed above, there exists the possibility that unpaired electrons in the superconducting

thermometer, which is maintained at the center of its resistive transition, could also transfer

energy across this interface. If however, the antenna is made from a superconductor

whose Tc is higher than the operating temperature of the device, then the Andreev

i reflection 15 of electrons at the interface between the rf absorber and the superconducting
antenna traps the electrons and hence the absorbed energy in the active region. The

e

transmission probability for quasiparticles in the metal absorber to cross the interface is

proportional to exp(-A/kT). For a superconductor whose energy gap A is much larger than

the thermal energy of the electrons in the metal strip, the predicted transfer of energy will

thus be negligible. A convenient choice is Nb with a transition temperature of =9.2 K.

The trapping of energy at the interface between a metal an a superconductor is the subject of

chapter 7.
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Another effect which may be of importance at very low temperatures (<I K) is the

thermal resistance between the electrons and the lattice in the thermometer. At such low

temperatures the energy transfer between the electrons and phonons is less than perfect

• because there are a finite number of electrons attempting to transfer energy to phonons

with a low occupation probability. The result is that the normal electrons in the

superconducting thermometer absorb radiation and are heated above the lattice temperature.

The thermal resistance between the electrons and phonons has been measured in copper

with the result that G = 5xI03VT 4 W/K, where V is the volume in cm3.61 This effect can

dominate the thermal boundary resistance at low enough temperatures for small film

thicknesses ( for a I000 A Cu film the effects are comparable at = l K). To the best of my

knowledge, electron heating effects in superconductors that are biased at the center of the

resistive transition have not been investigated. Furthermore, this effect may be less

important for superconductors which have a stronger electron phonon interaction than most

metals. Estimates of this effect thus, will not be included in the design calculations.

As discussed in chapter 2, the figures of merit that are commonly used to characterize

bolometers are the voltage responsivity S, the time constant x, and the noise equivalent

power NEP. The voltage responsivity is given by equation (2.3),

S = IdR/dT (5.2)
G(I + ic0x) '

where I is the bias current, dR/dT is the temperature coefficient of resistance, x---C/G,and

o=2nf is the modulation frequency. To avoid thermal runaway due to self bias heating, 62

the bias current must satisfy

12(dR/dT)a - < 1. (5.3)
G

For design purposes it is customary to pick a nominal value of ¢x=0.3. The NEP is given
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by the usual sum of phonon, Johnson, amplifier, and 1/f noise contributions. If the

transition width is a fraction B of the operating temperature then, neglecting amplifier and

1/f noise,

NEP

Estimates of the Johnson noise and phonon noise contributions to the NEP as well as the

total NEP, ali as a function of operating temperature (neglecting amplifier noise) are plotted

in Fig. 5.1. The heat flow is assumed to be limited by the thermal boundary resistance for

a total contact area, including contact with the antenna edges, A=2x2 I_m2. The optical

efficiency is set at 50%, and [3::0.1. The time constant is calculated from x = C/G where C

is the total heat capacity of the thermometer. At temperatures of interest (T<4 K), the

electronic contribution to the heat capacity (C proportional to T) dominates the lattice

contribution (C proportional to T3), thus x will be proportional T"2. A crude estimate is

x-10 -6 s at 100 mK. These calculated values of NEP are significantly lower than are

obtained for the more conventional bolometer architectures. For example, the estimated

NEP at 100 mK is 3x10"18 WHz "1/2 for the antenna coupled bolometer, compared with

3x10 "17 WHz "1/2 for the more conventional bolometers. 63 The effect could be large

enough to permit operation at 300 mK, where 100 mK would otherwise be required.

The rf impedance of the strip, when deposited directly between the antenna terminals is

given by Eq. 3.6, Zbolo= ZL+Z s/w. The fn'_t term is due to the geometrical inductance of

the strip while the second term is due to its sm-face resistance. The two-fluid model that

was used to model the rf impedance of the YBCO strip discussed in chapter 3, is no longer

strictly valid for the BCS-like, low-T c superconductors of interest here. This model

should, however, provide a good description far enough below Tc that pair

breaking is not important, but where kinetic inductance effects must be considered. A

complete understanding of Zs at the midpoint of the transition for higher frequencies would
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" Fig. 5.1 Estimates of the Johnson, phonon and total NEP as a function of operating
temperature. We assume the heat flow to be limited by the thermal
boundary resistance from a 2x2 gm squarecontact area andpick B=20
K4cm2/W. The optical efficiency is assumed to be 50%, the stability factor
0.3 and the superconducting transition width 10% of the operating
temperature. Under these conditions the sensitivity is limited by the phonon
noise.
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require a full Mattis-Bardeen calculation 64 including pair breaking for an inhomogeneous

superconductor with finite transition width. In practice, it should be sufficiently accurate to

use a value that is close to the normal state resistance per square of the film.

5.3 Experimental Apparatus anti Device Fabrication

In order to measure the electrical and optical properties of a variety of devices, a

dedicated test cryostat was designed and constructed. A home-made, self-contained 3He

refrigerator with a minimum temperature of 260 mK was constructed. 65 A temperature

regulated stage was used in conjunction with a commercial PID controller, 66 which resulted

in a temperature stability better than 0.01 mK at 300 mK, and =0.5 mK at 4.2 K. A lead

shielded, 4He cooled transformer was used as a low noise amplifier. I also designed and

assembled an optical system to measure the efficiency of planar lithographed antennas over

a specified frequency band. lt consisted of a variable temperature blackbody with narrow

bandpass filters, a tuning fork chopper 67 to modulate the radiation from the blackbody, and

an off-axis ellipsoidal mirror to focus this radiation onto a quartz hemispherical lens on

which the detector is mounted. In addition, the system was designed to accommodate

measurements with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). The optical system

will be discussed in detail in section 5.4.

A collaborative effort was established with Professor D. E. Prober's group at Yale

University in which the devices would be fabricated at Yale, and subsequently tested at

Berkeley. We investigated a variety of superconductors with nominal transition

temperatures between 300 mK and 4.2 K, for the transition edge thermometer. Table 5.1

lists the deposition parameters for titanium, aluminum, and the 13and bcc phases of

tantalum. Also listed are the deposition parameters for niobium (Tc-_9.2 K), which was

used for the antenna. Ali of the devices were deposited on 0.008" thick fused quartz

wafers. The microbolometers were fabricated by standard photolithographic techniques.

i'ne transition edge thermometers were patterned by iiftoff into 2 l.tm wide strips, and
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Material Deposition Method Deposition Rate Thickness. Resistivit 7

.... Titanium e-beam evaporation - 425 ]_ 58 _"_-cm

• Aluminum rf sputtering 6.5 A/s 400 _ 3 [.t_-cm
i,r i

. _-Tantalum dc sputtering 4 ]k/s 750 ,_ 146 [.t_-cm

bcc-Tantalum dc sputtefin[_ 40 ,/k/s 500/_ (30/I, Nb) 27 _"_-crn

Niobium dc sputtering 12 ]k/s 1000_2000. /1, _

Table 5.1. Material deposition parameters.



varied in length between 4-10 t.tm,the thickness of the films was 400-800/_,. The edges of

the strips were ion milled to clean their top surface, after which =2000/_ Nb was sputtered

and patterned by liftoff to def'me the antenna. A schematic of the active region is shown in

Fig. 5.2.

The following is a summary of the R(T) characteristics of the thermometer materials:

a) Titanium: The transition temperature of the bulk occurs at --390 mK. 49 The film

properties on the other hand, are very sensitive to the particular deposition method. Many

deposition attempts using both sputtering and conventional evaporation techniques proved

unsuccessful. HYPRES Inc. was kind enough to supply us with high-quality, e-beam

evaporated, titanium films. These films had superconducting transition temperatures of

525 mK, and transitions width of =7 mK. Unfortunately, the films did not maintain these

useful characteristics subsequent to patterning of the microbolometer structures. The

reasons for this are not yet clear, but may be related to the fact that titanium is very reactive,

and thus may be affected by standard processing techniques. We are currently trying to

optimize the deposition and fabrication process for these films.

b) Aluminum: Aluminum is one of the easiest metals to deposit and pattern, and has been

extensively characterized. It's only disadvantage, for our application, is that it has a low

electrical resistivity of =3 _tf2-cm, which makes matching of the strip and antenna

impedances difficult. The R(T) characteristics of a typical aluminum microbolometer is

shown in Fig. 5.3a.

c) [_-Tantalum.: Tantalum films occur in two phases. One such phase, commonly

referred to as 13-Ta,has been reported to superconduct near 500 mK. Reliable references on

this phase however, are difficult to find. 68 Since this phase is considered to be the 'bad'

phase of Ta, not much effort has been invested in optimizing its deposition parameters.

The films are usually sputter deposited on room temperature substrates. 69 The resistance

versus temperature characteristics of a typical film is shown in Fig. 5.3b. The resistive

transition is wide and occurs at =2.5 K, indicative of the existence of a mixed phase, lt is



Niobium Niobium
antenna antenna

Transition edge
thermometer/rf absorber

Fig. 5.2 Close-up view of the active region. The width of the strip is 2 I.tm,while its
length varies between 2-10 lanl. The large contact pads at the ends of the
strip ensure good electrical contact between the antenna and the active
region. For calculation purposes, the contact area of the strip with the
antenna is assumed to be =2x4 _tm2.



clear that the deposition parameters are not optimal, and will require further investigation.

This will be carried out at Yale University in the next 1-2 years.

d) bcc-Tantalum: The deposition of this phase is a well known technology, it is nucleated

by either depositing the films on a hot substrate (=700 "C) or on top of a thin niobium

buffer layer.69 The R(T) characteristics of a bcc-Ta microbolometer of the latter variety, is

shown in Fig. 5.3c. The resistive transition is narrow and occurs at 4.2 K.

5.4 Electrical Characterization

The microbolometers were tested by measuring R(T), load curves, and voltage noise.

The current source for ali of the measurements consisted of a cold (4.2 K) load resistor, a

9 V battery, and a variable voltage divider. Ali other commercial current sources either had

excessive 60 Hz line pickup, or produced electrical transients which subsequently resulted

in an open circuit.

The following is a summary of the measured electrical and thermal properties of the

devices:

a) bcc-Ta: The I-V characteristic of a typical device is shown in Fig. 5.4a. The resultant

load curve (resistance R versus bias power P) is shown in Fig. 5.4b. The linear

dependence of R on P for low powers, suggests that the effects of non-thermal non-

linearities are small. The measured thermal conductance, determined from the slope of

Fig. 5.4b and from the temperature coefficient of resistance dR/dT, is --1.3x10 "7 W/K.

This should be compared to the predicted value of G=5.8x10 "7W/K, resulting from the
.

thermal boundary resistance between the active region and the substrate. From Eq. 5.3, the

maximum bias current that can be applied without causing thermal runaway is --17 IxA, the

corresponding voltage responsivity is then S=l.7xl04 V/W.

The voltage noise was measured using a circuit similar to that in Fig. 3.4. The

dependence of the voltage noise on the resistance of the microbolometer, for a bias current

of 20 _, is shown in Fig. 5.5. A large narrow peak in the voltage noise is observed just
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below the foot of the transition. The electrical NEP which is the ratio of the voltage noise

and the voltage responsivity is =2x10 "14 WHz"1/2at the center of the resistive transition.

This is =50% higher than the predicted phonon NEP. The difference may be due to

residual noise from the noise peak. The observed peak in the voltage noise at the foot of

the resistive transition is influence by the fabrication parameters,7° so is probably not

intrinsic to the device.

b) [3-tantalum: The thermal conductance that is deduced from the load curve is

=8x10.8 W/K which is close in value to the calculated G of =1.2x10"7W/K. In addition,

excess voltage noise near the resistive transition was riotobserved. The resultant electrical

NEP for this device was =lxl0 "14WHz"1/2which should be compared to the predicted

NEP of 8x10"15 WHz"1/2. For this device, the NEP is not limited by phonon noise

because of the wide resistive transition, which subsequentlyreduces the responsivity.

c) Aluminum: The thermalconductance that is deduced from the measured load curve is

=2x10"8W/K, which is close to the calculated G=2xl0 "8W/K, thus providing additio, ial

confu'mationof our predictions. The resistance of a typical thermometer strip is =1 _ at ±e

center of the resistive transition, which is a very poor match to the antenna impedance.

Using e-beam lithography however, it should be possible to pattern narrow (<1 }.tm)

thermometer strips, which would improve the impedance match. The reduced area of the

active region will also reduce the thermal conductance, thus increasingthe sensitivity of the

device. For example, the predicted NEP for a contact area A= 0.1xl0 p.m2 is

=l.5x10 "16 WHz"1/2 at T=l.2 K, which is slightly higher than the sensitivity of

conventional composite bolometersoperating at 300 mK. 71

The most important conclusion from these measurements is that the measured thermal

conductance of three different transition edge thermometers, operating at different

temperatures, agreed with the values predicted by the acoustic mismatch model. This is a

very important result since it means that we understand and can successfully predict the

_| thermalcharacteristicsof themicrobolometer.
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5.5 Frequency Dependent Optical Efficiency of Log.Periodic Antennas

Planar lithographed antennas are rapidly becoming the technology of choice in many

applications requiring operation at high frequencies and array compatibility. A number of

, planar antennas have been suggested for use at submillimeter wavelengths including the

log-periodic and log-spiral antennas, 42'72'73 bow tie antennas, 24 slot antennas,74 etc.

These structures have been used to couple radiation to a variety of detectors including

Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor (SIS) direct detectors and mixers, 31 bismuth

microbolometers, 27 and more recengy the low and high-Tc transition edge microbolometers

discussed here. In addition, self-complementary antennas have been used for the

propagation and detection of pulsed terahertz radiation. 75 Despite their widespread use,

there have been relatively few measurements of the frequency dependence and optical

efficiency of the antenna, the primary reasons being due to the capacitive rolloff

characteristic of SIS detectors and diodes at high frequencies, and to the relatively low

sensitivity of microbolometers operated at 300 K. In what follows I will discuss our

measurements of the frequency dependent optical efficiency of log-periodic antennas from

90 GHz to 2 THz using a low-T c microbolometer, a Fourier transform infrared

spectrometer (FTIR), and a blackbody reference.

The antenna investigated was a log-periodic antenna with a self- complementary

structure shown in Fig. 5.6. Log-periodic antennas were initially invented to achieve

broadband characteristics, but later used for their favorable radiation patterns. The

geometry of the structure is such that the geometrical properties repeat themselves when the

length scale is changed by a factor x. As a result, the radiation pattern and antenna
D

impedance will be identical for ali frequencies v o and 't'lvo .76 In addition, for a self-

- complementary structure, the antenna impedance (but not necessarily the radiation pattern)

is frequency independent and given by Zant.=37712(1 + E)]"1/'2fl, where e is the dielectric

constant of the substrate. 24 When the antenna is deposited on quartz, Zant.-_120f2. Since

planar antennas deposited on a dielectric surface radiate primarily into the dielectric, the
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Fig. 5.6 Expanded view of a sheet circular log-_riodic antenna.
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signals are introduced through the back surface of the dielectric, which is often placed on

the back side of a dielectric lens. The specific type of log-periodic antenna that was used in

the experiments is called a sheet circular tooth antenna. An expanded view is shown in

. Fig. 5.6. It consists of two sets of teeth. The radii of the arms which define the location of

successive teeth arerelated by '_=Rn+l/Rn--rn+l/rn. This same ratio defines the lengths and
i,

widths of successive teeth. The location of the second set of teeth rn is related to the fu'st

by the relation rn--Xl/2Rn. lt is because of this 'left-right' asymmetry of the structure, that

the properties of the antenna are identical for ali frequencies v o and x-l/2vo, rather than

z'lvo.76 The antenna had a scaling factor of x--0.5. The distance from the vertex of the

antenna to the inner edge of the innermost tooth was 12 _m, and to the outer edge of the

outermost tooth was 2920 _m, giving approximate coupling limits of 20 GHz to 4 THz (or

12.5 mm to 76 _tm) for an otherwise lossless antenna. 76

In order to measure the intrinsic frequency response of the antenna, it is necessary that

the impedance of the sensor which terminates the antenna not vary significantly within the

frequency range of interest, and in addition, the sensitivity of the device should be

compatible with the measurement technique. The low-T c microbolometer satisfies both of

these requirements. As discussed in section 5.2, the coupling of rf currents into the strip

will not depend on the rf frequency even if the resistive component of Zbolo is much

smaller than the antenna impedance. In addition, the NEP of 3xi0 "14WHz "1/2for the bcc-

Ta microbolometer is sufficiently low to detect signals from a FTIR spectrometer and a

blackbody source. The low-T c microbolometer is thus very useful for probing the intrinsic

properties of the antenna.

The devices were fabricated on fused quartz substrates using the process described in

• section 5.2. The substrate was then mounted onto the back side of a hemispherical crystal

quartz lens with a thin layer of grease, and electrical contacts were made at the antenna

terminals with silver paint. The substrate-lens combination was temperature regulated at

the center of the resistive transition of the tantalum strip using a commercial germanium
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resistance thermometer 38 andPID controller,66 the resulting temperaturestability was better

than 0.5 mK at 4.2 K. Because of the low impedances characteristic of antenna coupled

devices, it was necessary to use a transformer as the first stage of amplification. A

blocking capacitor (C = 1000 pF) was used in conjunction with a PAR model 190

(10:1000 turn ratio) low noise transformer. 77

The optical configuration for the FTIR measurements is shown in Fig. 5.7. An off-

axis ellipsoidal mirror was used to collimate the beam onto the quartz lens (diameter - 1.3

cre), whose center coincides with one of the focal points. A light pipe was used to feed ',he

radiation from the FTIR to the second focal point of the mirror. The power spectrum of the

incident radiation was determined by replacing the microbolometer with a conventional

composite bolometer operated at T=2.0 K whose absorbing element was a bismuth film. 78

The properties of the bismuth film absorber are essentially independent of frequency over

the range of our measurements. 78 The frequency response of the microbolometer R(v) was

determined from the spectra measured with the microbolometer Sm(v), and the composite

bolometer Sb(V) as follows,

R(v) = [Sm(V)/Sb(V)][Pmm(v)/Psm(V)]. (5.5)

The first term is the ratio of the spectra from the microbolometer and bolometer. The

second term accounts for the fact that the antenna couples to one spatial radiation

mode and one polarization, whereas the bismuth film absorber of the composite bolometer

couples to Afl/'L 2 spatial modes and two polarizations. Prom(V)and Psm(V) are just the w

standard expressions (Eqs. 2.13-2.14) for the multi-mode and single-mode power from a

blackbody in a frequency bandwidth dv. lt is easily shown that Pmm(v)/Psm(n)*,v2.

As was discussed in Ref. 79, absorption losses in the dielectric lens and substrate can

give rise to a spurious signal at the detector output. This effect can be particularly

troublesome at high frequencies where the number of spatial modes is very large,
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Fig. 5.7 Schematic of the experimentalsetup for measurementof the frequency
dependent antenna response. Measurementsof the optical efficiencywere
carded out by placing the blackbodyreference at the second focal pointof
the mirror, in piace of the light pipe. The distance between the focal points
was 10 cm. The angle subtendedat the vertex of the antenna was --80°.
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and where dielectric losses become important. It is possible to avoid this effect by

modulating the beam at a frequency which is higher than the inverse of the characteristic

thermal response time of the dielectric. Fig. 5.8 shows the modulation frequency

dependence of the microbolometer signal when illuminated with broadband radiation from
li

the FTIR. The single frequency 90 GHz measurements did not show this effect. For

modulation frequencies above =300 Hz, the signal is thus primarily due to the antenna

response. This interpretation of the data was further verified by measuring the rf frequency

response of the microbolometer for various modulation frequencies. The microbolometer

response for modulation frequencies of 150 Hz, 600 Hz, and 800 Hz, ali as a function of rf

frequency is shown in Fig. 5.9. At low rf frequencies, where absorption losses in the

dielectric are low and where the number of spatial modes is small, ali spectra appear

similar. At higher frequencies the absorption of radiation in the dielectric is observed for

the spectrum obtained with a 150 Hz modulation frequency, but not for the 600 Hz or 800

Hz modulation frequency, which are both higher than the measured thermal rolloff

frequency of the dielectric (Fig. 5.8). Subsequently, ali spectra were obtained with a

modulation frequency of 700 Hz.

The un-normalized spectra measured with the microbolometer and with the constant

throughput composite bolometer are shown in Fig. 5.10. Each FTIR spectrum is the

convolution of the lamp spectrum, the beamsplitter efficiency, and of ali other frequency

dependent components in the instrument. The microbolometer spectrum decays much more

rapidly than the bolometer spectrum. This behavior is not unexpected, since the antenna
,i

can couple to only one spatial radiation mode, whereas the bolometer, which measures the

radiation from the constant throughput spectrometer, can couple to a number of modes

which increase with frequency. For this reason, conventional bolometers are more usefltl

for broadband spectroscopic applications in which many modes can be used. Another

important feature in the microbolometer spectrum is the presence of the sharp 'wiggles'.

Far infrared spectroscopists are very familiar with such features, they are generally
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Fig. 5.8 Modulation frequency dependence of the microbolometer response, when
illuminated with broadband radiation from the FTIR. For frequencies

• <300 Hz the response is due to absorption of radiation in the dielectric lens
and substrate. For frequencies above the inverse of this thermal response
time, the response is due to radiation coupled to the antenna, and
subsequently dissipated in the transition edge absorber/thermometer. For
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Fig. 5.9 Microbolomctcrrf response for variousmodulationfrequencies.The
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Fig. 5.10 Microbolometer power spectrum. Also shown is the FT1R spectrum
obtained with a conventional composite bolometer. Both curves were
obtained with a 0.003" thick mylar beamsplitter.
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attributed to standing waves, commonly referred to as Fabrey-Perot fringes. For a

dielectric slab of thickness t and index of refraction n, the fringe spacing should be

A(1/'L)=l/(2nt). 80 The wiggles in the antenna response however, are not equally spaced

and thus cannot be explained in terms of standing waves in the optical path. This seems to

suggest that the observed features are inherent to the antenna structure. In Fig. 5.11, the

microbolometer spectrum has been divided by the bolometer spectrum. This ratio was

further multiplied by the square of the frequency in order to account for the single-mode

nature of the antenna. Figure 5.11 thus represents the frequency dependent optical

efficiency of the log-periodic antenna. This is the first data of its kind, and is very

important for the operation of ali antenna coupled devices. There are four prominent

features in the antenna response: a) The observed wiggles in the antenna response, b) the

response of the antenna near the energy gap of the Nb antenna, c) the low frequency

rolloff, and d) the high frequency rolloff. The following discussion will address each of

these issues.

a) In the discussion of log-periodic antennas, I mentioned that for any log-periodic

antenna that is not self complementary, the radiation pattern and the antenna impedance

will repeat for frequencies vo and z'l/2v o, where x is the periodicity factor of the antenna.

In addition, for a self complementary structure, Booker's theorem states that the antenna

impedance will be frequency independent for ali frequencies. 26 The question remains

whether the radiation pattern will also become independent of frequency, or whether it will

reflect the logarithmic periodicity of the antenna structure. The set of vertical arrows in

Fig. 5.11. are spaced by the factor of x'1/2=1.41, which is appropriate for the measured

antenna. The agreement between the predicted and observed periodicity is almost perfect

up to the 6th wiggle at 590 GHz. This result implies that the periodicity is caused by

modulation of the radiation pattern, and hence of the power coupled to the antenna. It also

implies that not ali of the solid angle of the antenna is filled by radiation from the FTIR,

since otherwise this effect would not be observed.
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b) The last three wiggles in the antenna response ali appear at lower frequencies than

what is predicted. One possible explanation for this effect is the onset of losses in the

antenna at frequencies that are higher than the energy gap of Fib (740 GHz). The effect of

such losses would be to decrease the apparent frequency of the wiggles at frequencies
q

larger than 740 GHz. The observed rolloff at high frequencies however, may not be

sufficient to cause such a shift in the peak position. An additional possibility may be due to

the fact that the antenna is not strictly a seli-complementary structure because its ends have

been terminated. The short wavelength, high frequency currents may 'sense' this

termination, thus causing a shift in the position of the peaks. The potential problem with

this argument is that the antenna is terminated on the scale of = 12 gin, whereas the peaks

axe shifted at frequencies corresponding to--100 gm. Additional experiments are required

in order to fully understand this effect. These include measurements of the response of

log-spiral and bow-tie antennas that have a periodicity factor of x=1. Consequently, their

radiation pattern will not depend on the rf frequency, 76 and will thus improve our

understanding of the antenna response above the gap.

c) The longest dimension of the antenna that maintains its complementary structure,

corresponds to a frequency of =20 GHz. The measured low frequency cutoff on the other

hand, occurs at a frequency of = 100 GHz. As was previously discussed, the throughput

of an antenna is approximately equal to the square of the wavelength. This implies that

only part of the antenna area actually participates in the detection process. Thus,

terminating the antenna some distance from its vertex should not influence the antenna

properties for wavelengths that are shorter than this dimension. The exact frequency that

corresponds to such a termination of the antenna is difficult to calculate and depends on the

antenna structure. It is quite plausible though, that the log-periodic antenna would need to

be made somewhat larger in order to efficiently couple this long wavelength radiation.

d) The response of the microbolometer decreases by =30% between 750 GHz and

1.7 THz (this is obtained by comparing the relative response at frequencies corresponding
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to the location of subsequent peaks). The main sources of loss at these frequencies are

probably due to losses in the Nb antenna, and/or to dielectric losses in the crystal quartz

lens (0.25" radius) and fused quartz substrate (0.008" thick). The measured transmittance

of crystal quartz is =80% up to 1.2 THz, and then decreases rapidly to --5% by 3 THz.

The measured transmittance of fused quartz is _80% up to 0.6 THz and then decreases

slowly to 5% by 3 THz.

In order to measure the coupling efficiency accurately, it is necessary to have a well

calibrated source. In addition, the beam patterns of both the source and the detector must

be matched zo avoid coupling losses. The optical configuration shown in Fig. 5.7 is ideally

suited for this rr.easurement, if a blackbody source is placed at the second focus of the

mirror. A variable temperature blackbody reference, similar to that described in Ref. 81,

was constructed (Fig. 5.12). The absorber consisted of a circular cylinder of Ecosorb

MF-110, 40 with a 27.5" conical cavity machined into the bottom surface. The absorber

was maintained at a uniform temperature by gluing it to the inside of a copper cylinder with

Stycast 2850 FT,4° thus assuring adequate thermal contact. The temperature of

the blackbody was varied by means of a thermometer and heater which were glued onto

the copper cylinder, and by the weak thermal link between the absorber and the thermal

bath. With this configuration, it was possible to vary the temperature of the blackbody

from 2.5 K to 100 K. The beam divergence of the blackbody was defined by a Winston

light concentrator, 82 and was chosen so as to completely fill the ellipsoidal mirror which in

turn subtended an angle of _ 85" with respect to the vertex of the antenna. The benefit of

this configuration is that a large fraction of the antenna beam can be filled by the blackbody

• radiation. The optical bandwidth was determined by a cold flourogold low pass filter

which had an effective bandwidth of _- 720 GHz. A tuning fork resonant chopper, 67

operating at a frequency of 210 Hz, was used :o modulate the incident power. The

-i

_t should be negligibly small for this particular measurement _use of the extremely low
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Fig. 5.12 Schematic of the variable temperature blackbody reference. With this
configuration it is possible to vary the temperature of the blackly between
2Kto 100K.
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lossesinquartzforthislow frequencyrange.Thiswas verifiedby observingthatthe

dependenceofthemicrobolomctcrresponseon thetemperatureoftheblackbodywas

identicaltothctemperaturedependenceof thesinglemode power froma blackbody
t_

(Fig.5.13).Ifradiationwcrc dissipatedin thequartz,ratherthanbeingcoupledtothe

antenna,thenthetemperaturedependencewouldhavebeenthatofthepowerfromamulti-

mode blackbodysource.Ourmeasurementsindicatedanopticalefficiencyof1.5%forthe

quasi-opticalsystem.The followingcorrectionswereappliedinordertoextractthe

antennaefficiency:a) a factorof 1.25forthereflectionof radiationatthequartz

Icns/vacuuminterface,b)a factorof10.1due tothemismatchbetweentheimpedance

R = 4 f2ofthcthermallyactiveregion,andtheimpedanceZant.=120f_oftheantenna.

Withthesecorrectionswe estimatetheantennaefficiencyat-_20%.

5.6 Design of tuning Elements and Narrow Bandpass Filters

When typical superconductors with large value of normal state conductivity ¢3n are

used, the rf resistance of the thermometer will be much lower than the = 120 f_ real terminal

impedance of typical self-complementary antennas or the even higher impedances available

for matching to waveguides. This mismatch can be minimized by the use of low

conductivity metals and/or by the use of long thin films. For long films however, the

geometrical inductance of an isolated thermometer strip can become significant at =2 THz.

This further complicates the matching problem. Some of these difficulties can be avoided

by integrating the thermometer in a superconducting microstrip line. Once this is done,

impedance transformers can be used to match the film resistance to the antenna, and filters

• can be introduced to control the bolomcter rf bandpass.

Because the thermometer may not be small enough that it will appear as a lumped

element at ft-frequencies, it is treated as a lossy microstrip. The impedance of the

thermometer strip Zbolo, of length I and width w, can be calculated from29'64
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Fig. 5.13 Mierobolometer response to the variable temperature blackbody source
(squares). Also shown is the temperature dependence of the power from
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7_.bolo=(7_/y)I/2tanh% (5.6)

where

t,

Z = (igo2_:vd + ZSa + ZSb)/kw, (5.7)
,p

is the series impedance per unit length of the transmission line,

Y = it_oe2Xvkw/d, (5.8)

is the shunt admittance per unit length of the line, and

= (ZY)I/2, (5.9)

is the propagation constant. Here d is the dielectric thickness, ZSa and ZSb are the surface

impedances of the lower groundplane and upper thermometer strip respectively, k is the

fringing factor o,_the stripline, 83 and e is the dielectric constant. When v is small compared

to the energy-gap frequencies of the groundplane (=740 GHz for Nb at T--0 K), ZSa is well

approximated by the predictions of the two fluid model of Eq. 3.5. As previously

discussed, the surface impedance of the thermometer strip ZSb can be described by the

normal state limit.

An additional advantage of integrating the thermometer in a superconducting microstrip

line is that it becomes possible to include efficient matching networks, made from

" transmission line elements in the bolometer design. When microstrip lines produced by

conventional lithographic techniques are used for the network elements, the optimum range

for the thermometer resistance is between 2 12and 30 fL Combining microstrips with co-

planar waveguides would extend the useful resistance range up to more than 100 12,and
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therefore enlarge the range of applications. The benefits of such networks are not restricted

to badly matched thermometers. A major advantage of this configuration is that

lithographed filter elements can be incorporated with relative ease. These lithographed

filters can have superior performance over conventional filters which tend to exhibit high

frequency leakage at submillimeter wavelengths.
,t

A specific example of a poorly matched thermometer is a strip made from a film of

bcc-Ta with Tc---4.2 K, l =10 l.tm, w =2 I.tm,and t =1000 ,/_ (these dimensions are similar

to the devices that were fabricated and measured in the previous sections). The

thermometer is incorporated in the microstrip configuration with a d=6000/k thick SiO2

dielectric and a thick Nb ground plane. For this specific example the real part of Zbolo is

2.7 fl above Tc, which presents a very poor match to the antenna. The imaginary part of

Zbolo is 4.7 f_ above Tc and 6.6 fl in the kinetic inductance region at 300 GHz. For

calculations it is reasonable to use Zboio=(2.7+i5.4) fl at 300 GHz. Using conventional

microwave theories, 84 J. Mees has designed quarter-wave transformers with several

elements. Fig. 5.14 shows the calculated coupling coefficient Crf versus frequency for a)

the above thermometer on a ground plane but without tuning elements, b) with one

transforming element and c) one transforming element plus an additional stub that cancels

the reactance of the thermometer. As a further demonstration of the power of these

techniques we have designed 7-element Chebyshev bandpass filters with 30% and 10%

bandwidths. These are shown in d) and e) respectively. 84'85 A typical filter layout is

shown at the right. These calculations were done with lossless microstrip elements coupled

to the lossy thermometer. Little change is seen in the filter characteristics when microstrip

losses as large as 600 dB/m are included in the calculations. Losses below 10 dB/m have

been measured in Nb trilayer technology at 100 GHz. 86
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i Fig. 5.14 The factor for several
frequency dependent RF-coupling examples:

a) For the thermometer on a ground plane but without any matching
network, b) The same thermometer with one quarter wave transforming
element, c) Same as b) plus an open-ended stub which cancels the
reactance of the bolometer, d) Thermometer with a 7-element Chebyshev
filter and a 30% bandwidth, e) Same as d) but with a 10% bandwidth. A
typic,al layout of a Chebyshev filter with transforming sections is shown at
right. The antenna terminals are labeled base electrode BE, mid counter

I electrode CE. The other elements are two impedance transformers Q, the

filter F and the thermometer T. The dielectric layer which covers the base
electrode is not shown.
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5.7 Conclusions

A prototype low-Tc antenna-coupled microbolometer has been successfully fabricated

and tested. The real test for any prototype device however, is whether it can successfully

compete with the existing technology. For the low-T c microbolometer, the question is

whether it can provide a higher sensitivity than the best conventional composite bolometers

operating at the same temperatures, and within the same frequency band. Our estimates

indicated that the sensitivity of the microbolometer could indeed exceed that of the best

available detectors of submillimeter and millimeter waves by as much as an order of

magnitude. Our measurements indicated that the thermal and electrical properties of the

microbolometer are in excellent agreement with the predicted behavior. In order to compete

successfully with the existing technology however, several obstacles must be overcome.

The impedance of the absorber/thermometer strips must be a close match to the antenna

impedance of --120 f_. This means that either the number of squares in the strips should be

increased, or different transition-edge thermometers should be investigated.

Furthermore, it is necessary to solve the materials problems for a microbolometer

operating at or below 300 mK, since it is for these operating temperatures where the low-T c

microbolometer could potentially replace the existing technology, lt appears that either Ti

or the 13-phaseof Ta could be useful, since their measured electrical resistivities are both in

the right range to solve the impedance matching problem. Furthermore, it is crucial to

understand the properties of the antenna structures. The low-T c transition-edge

absorber/thermometer is the ideal sensor for these measurements, and can, in principle, be
4

used to measure the response of any antenna. In section 5.5, I described the first direct

measurement of the frequency dependent optical efficiency of a log-periodic antenna using

the low-T c microbolometer. It is clear that a systematic study of the properties of these

structures is necessary before the low-T c microbolometer made into a useful device. The

potential merits of this device, however, clearly favor further development of these

concepts.
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Chanter 6: Design Analysis of a ltot.Electron Microbolometer- _ _

6.I Introduction

The ideaofanantenna-coupledhot-electronbolometerwhichusesasuperconducting-

" insulator-normal(SIN)junctiontoasa sensitivethermometerwas developedwhileIwas

thinking about ways to reduce the thermal conductance from the thermally active region to

the environment, and hence to increase the sensitivity of the detector. Our preliminary

estimates indicate that it may be possible to obtain an order of magnitude higher sensitivity

over the superconducting microbolometer, and up to two orders of magnitude

improvement over conventional composite bolometers in the far IR. Unlike the transition

edge microbolometer, the requirements for temperature regulation are less stringent. A

schematic of the proposed configuration is shown in Fig. 6.1. A thin strip of metal with

micron dimensions serves as a resistive load to thermalize the infrared curreats from the

antenna. The temperature rise of the electrons in the metal absorber is measured from the

temperature dependence of the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a superconductor-

insulator-normal metal (SIN) junction, where part of the metal strip forms the normal

electrode. Thermal isolation is provided by the weak electron-phonon interactions at low

temperatures and by the reflection of electrons at the interface between the metal absorber

and the superconducting antenna. Efficient radiation coupling can be achieved by means of

a planar lithographed antenna. Although this concept has not been tested, I have decided to

include the design analysis in this dissertation.

An important application for the SIN readout scheme is in fundamental measurements

• of electron heating effects in thin metal films. Although the basic mechanism for these

effe:;ts is well understood, there are yet a few unresolved issues. These include the effects

of phonon dimensionality in the metal film on the thermal isolation of the electrons, 87 as

well as the effects of impurity scattering. Using the temperature readout scheme proposed

here, it should be possible to make direct measurements of the electron temperature in



Junction

Antenna Antenna

Fig. 6.1 Schematic of the radiationcouplingand temperature readoutconfigamation.
The rf current from the superconducting antenna is dissipated in the resistive
metal strip (black strip), the resulting temperaULrerise of the electronsin the
strip are measured as a change in the voltage across the junction whichis
biased at a constant current I. The contact to the superconductingelectrode
is made of a superconductorwhose Tc is much higher than that of the
electrode.
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the film, with a sensitivity that is several orders of magnitude higher than previous

investigations using SQUID noise thermometry techniques. 61'88

In this chapter I will briefly review the basic theory hot-electrons in metals, previous

measurements of this effect, and methods to maximize the thermal isolation of the.
.i

electrons. I will then discuss the temperature readout scheme and its noise contribution to

the NEP of the hot-electron microbolometer. The design calculations will are presented in

section 6.4. In section 6.5, estimates of the sensitivity and usefulness of a SIN tunnel

junction for measuring fundamental electron heating effects will be presented.

6.2 Energy Dissipation

In the proposed geometry, the absorbed power can be dissipated via three paths. The

first is direct heat flow from the electrons in the strip to the substrate via electron-phonon

coupling and phonon transport. At temperatures above = 10 K, the electrons and phonons

in the strip are in thermal equilibrium, and the thermal conductance is dominated by the

spreading resistance arising from the thermal conductivity of the substrate, as is the case for

the high-T c microbolometer described in chapter 3. At lower temperatures, the thermal

boundary resistance can contribute significantly to the thermal isolation. This property has

been used to construct the sensitive low-T c microbolometers which were described in

chapter 5. At very low temperatures and for small film volumes however, an additional

effect has to be considered. For temperatures less than =1 K, the inelastic collision

processes (energy loss processes) for electrons in a metal are very infrequent. As a result,

the electrons become thermally decoupled from the lattice and heat up as they absorb

• power. The theory of hot-electrons is relatively well understood and in reasonable

agreement with experiment. 88'89 The simplest treatment assumes that the electrons and

phonons are each in internal thermal equilibrium and are in weak contact wi:h one another.

The deformation potential approximation and Fermi's Golden rule are then used to calculate

the electron-phonon relaxation time, and hence the temperature rise of the electrons
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relative to the phonons for a given dissipated power P. The standardanalysis gives

P - ZV(Tc5-Tp5), (6.I)

where V isthevolumeofthemetal,Tc istheelectrontemperature,Tp isthephonon

temperature.HereZ isaconstantoforder102WK'5cm "3whichdependson thedensity

ofstatesattheFermisurface,theFermivelocity,thespeedofsound,andthemassdensity

perunitvolumeofthemetal.ThethermalconductanceGe.pbetweentheelectronsandthe

phonons(fortemperaturedifferencessuchthatTc--Tp)isthengivenby

Ge. p = 5zv'r 4. (6.2)

In contrast to the thermal boundary conductance Gbd which is proportional to the contact

area Of the film with the substrate, Ge.p is proportional to the volume of the film, the reason

being that both the number of phonons and the number of electrons are proportional to the

film volume. The temperature dependence cl Ge. p is proportional to the fourth power of

the temperature, whereas Gbd is proportional to the third power of the temperature. Thus,

Ge.p will limit the thermal transport for thin films at low temperatures, typically for a film

thickness <1000 ,/kat T_<IK.

Typical experiments on hot-electrons usually measure the temperature difference

between the electrons and the phonons and thus the thermal conductance G (-Ge. p)

between the two systems. The inelastic relaxation time is then obtained from Xe.p=C/G, ,J

where C is the heat capacity of the electron system. Copper is one of the more widely

studied metals and has a measured electron-phonon conductance of G- 2x 103VT 4 W/K,

where V is the volume in cm 3 and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 61'89'90 The calculated

inelastic scattering rate "Ce.p-_10.6/T3 ns. The measurements of Wellstood et al. on C'MAu

thin films give G=I.2xl04VT 4 W/K.91 For a typical active boiometer volume of 1 lain3 at
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an operating temperature of T = 100 mK the thermal conductance can be as low as

G= 10"13 W/K. This is several orders of magnitude smaller than typical values for

conventional bolometers operated at the same temperature, and can be very useful for low

background, narrow bandwidth applications, where the temperature rise of the electrons

• will be small.

In order to utilize fully this effect it is necessary to insure that the contribution of ali

other energy relaxation processes to the thermal conductance are also small. The contact

area between the metal absorber and the antenna terminals provides an alternate path for

heat dissipation. In addition to the phonon relaxation mechanism discussed above, there

exists the possibility that electrons could also transfer energy across this interface.

However, if the antenna is made from a superconductor whose Tc is higher than the

operating temperature of the device, then the Andreev reflection of electrons at the interface

between the metal absorber and the superconducting antenna traps the hot-electrons and

hence the absorbed energy in the active region. 15 The same principle was used to isolate

the transition edge thermometer from the antenna for the low-Tc microbolometer.

An additional mechanism for energy dissipation is due to the presence of the SIN

junction. Electrons which tunnel through the insulating barrier remove energy from the

active region and thus provide an additional mechanism for heat dissipatio,a. If the contact

to the superconducting electrode is made with another superconductor whose energy gap

much is larger than that of the electrode then the Andreev reflection of quasiparticles at this

interface will also trap the energy in the active region. The contribution of the

superconducting electrode to the volume of the active region would have a negligible effect

. on the sensitivity if it can be made small in comparison with the volume of the metal strip.

6.3 Temperature Readout

As previously discussed, the temperature rise of the electrons is detected by a SIN

junction, where part of the metal absorber form3 the normal electrode. The usefulness of
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the junction as a thermometer for the electron temperature stems from the exponential

dependence of the tunneling current on the temperature. It is possible to show that to first

order, the quasiparticle current through a SIN junction, whose electrodes are at different

temperatures, depends only on the temperature T of the electrons in the normal electrode

and is identical to the case where both electrodes have the same temperatures. 92 If the

junction is biased such that eV<A and kT<<A then the quasiparticle current is given by

I = (kT/eR)sinh(eV/kT), (6.3)

where R = RN(kT/2nA)l/2exp(A/kT) is the dynamic resistance of the junction at low bias,

RN is the normal resistance of the junction, and A is the energy gap of the superconducting

electrode. 92 If the junction is biased with a constant current then the voltage responsivity is

SO= (1/G)dV/dT = -(1/G)(k/e)[(AlkT + 1/2) tanh(eV/kT) - (eV/kT)]. (6.4)

For a given choice of A and kT it can be shown that the responsivity is maximized when

cosh2(eV/kT)=(A/kT+ 1/2).

In order to estimate the contribution of the temperature readout to the NEP it is

necessary to understand the noise mechanisms in the junction. The voltage fluctuations of

a biased SIN junction can be derived using standard many-body techniques and in general,

are related to the quasiparticle current-voltage characteristics and the frequency. For most

applications, the frequencies of interest (the modulation frequency) are such that ht%<<eV.
m

In this low frequency limit the voltage noise across the junction is independent of frequency

= 2 93and is given by Vn2 (dV/dI) 2elcoth(eV/2kT), or

Vn2 = 2kTRtanh(eV/kT)coth(eV/2kT)/cosh(eV/kT). (6.5)
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When eV<<kT, Eq. 6.5 reduces to Johnson noise arising from the dynamic resistance of

the junction, when eV>>kT the noise is due to the shot noise arising from the discrete

nature of the charge carriers. The contribution of the temperature readout to the NEP is

• given by the ratio of the voltage noise and the responsivity (NEP)sIN=Vn/So . In general,

the bias current which minimizes (NEP)siN does not simultaneously maximize the voltage

responsivity. The voltage responsivity So and its contribution to the noise equivalent

power Vn/So, are both shown as a function of the bias across the junction in Fig. 6.2. For

bias values such that 2_<eV/kT_<6,the noise changes by less than a factor of two.

The low thermal conductance that couples the electrons to their environment places an

additional restriction on the bias current. The IV power which is dissipated in the vicinity

of the junction could significantly raise the temperature of the electrons, and consequently

reduce the sensitivity of the device. An optimum value for this temperature rise can be

calculated if the background infrared power dissipated in the detector is known. For

purposes of this discussion we require that bias power not raise the temperature of the

electrons by a fraction _ of the operating temperature, where _=0.3. If we assume that ali

of the power is dissipated normal electrode, then this requirement reduces to IV<G_T. In

reality, some of the power will be transferred to the phonons and will subsequently be

removed through the substrate.

6.4 Design Calculations

Due to the large number of parameters, the optimization of the hot-electron

microbolometer is somewhat complicated. In general, it is advantageous to pick the
a,

smallest possible volume for the metal absorber so as to reduce the thermal conductance.

• Once the operating temperature has been determined, it then becomes possible to estimate

the the_ _'_conductance between the electrons and the phonons. One then proceeds by

finding the bias current which minimizes the contribution of the temperature readout to the

NEP. lt is then necessary to ensure that the bias heating will not raise the temperature of
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the electrons by a significant factor. An important feature of the hot-electron

microbolometer is that the time constant x, which equals the electron-phonon relaxation

time Xe.p, is much smaller than is required for most applications. Consequently, the

. tradeoff between speed of response and sensitivity which is inherent to the optimization of

conventional composite bolometers, is avoided.

As a specific example of a device whose performance would be very beneficial to the

astrophysics community, we assume an active volume of 2x6x0.05 I.tm3 at operating

temperatures of 100 mK and 300 mK. The ratio of the energy gap of the superconducting

electrode to the operating temperature is assumed to be A/kT=6.5, and the normal state

resistance of the junction is assumed to be RN=100 fL For an operating temperature of

T=I00 mK the superconducting electrode could be made of Ti, where,_s at T=300 mK a

useful choice would be aluminum. Although other metals may be more appropriate, we

use the value of G which was measured for Cu films 61 for the purpose of the present

analysis. The figures of merit of the hot-electron microbolometer as well as the bias

current, the output voltage, and the total voltage noise Vn °ut resulting from the

contributions of energy fluctuations in the active region and the fluctuations in the junction

are listed in Table 6.1. For an operating temperature of 100 mK the sensitivity of this

device is almost two orders of magnitude higher than the best available conventional

composite bolometer. The total voltage noise at the output of the detector is

Vn°Ut=l nVHz "1/'2,which is comparable will the input voltage noise of =1-2 nVHz "1/2of

commercially available low noise JFET amplifiers at frequencies above any 1/f noise knee.

The rf impedance of the metal strip Zt,olo. is given by Eq. 3.6, where the surface
P

impedance ZS, is just the normal state limit of Eq. 3.5. The bolometer impedance then is

• the sum of the dc resistance of the strip and its geometrical reactance. The strip can also be

integrated irl the stripline geometry that was discussed in section 5.6.
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T (mK) 100 300

G (W/K) 1.2x10 "13 9.7x10 -12
i

Xe p (Its) 10.6 0.4

So (V/W) 3.4x109 4.2x107

I(nA) 1.9 5.7 "
iiii

V (ItV) 14.0 42.1

(NEP) SIN (WHz" 1/2) 3.7x 10"20 5.2x 10"18
ii

(4kT2G) 1/2 (WHz 1/2) 2.6x 10 19 7.0x10 18
i

(NEP) (WHz "1/2) 2.6x10 "19 1.0xl0 "17

Vn°ut (nVHz"1/2) 2.6x 10-9 1.Ox10-9

Table 6.1. Parameters for a device operated at 100 mK and 300 mK. The normal
electrode is assumed to be 500 A thick and have an active area of 2x6 lain2.
The junction is assumed to have a normal state resistance RN= 100 li.
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6.5 Tunneling as a Probe of Hot-Electrons

The subject of hot-electrons at low temperatures is of interest not only from a

theoretical point of view, but also because the optimization of many types of devices
l,

requires an understanding of this effect.' In particular, the effects of hot-electrons can be

" detrimental to the performance of low temperature SQUIDs 91 and single electron tunneling

devices. 94 The few direct measurements of electron heating phenomena have commonly

employed dc SQUIDs to measure the Johnson noise arising from the resistance of a thin

metal strip and the temperature of the electrons. The electrons were heated above the

phonon temperature by passing an electric current through the resistive strip, and the

resultant rise in the Johnson noise was measured. An alternative measurement method is

proposed here which uses the temperature dependence of the current-voltage characteristic

of a superconductor-insulator-normal metal (SIN) junction to directly measure the

temperature of the electrons in the normal metal electrode. The temperature of these

electrons can be raised above the lattice by passing a current through the normal electrode.

The advantages of this method are the relative simplicity of the measurements and the very

high temperature resolution compared with the SQUID method. A schematic of the

proposed configuration is shown in Fig. 6.3. This cenfiguration is identical to the one

proposed in the previous sections, except that here a known amount of power is dissipated

in the metal strip by passing a known dc current through that strip. The temperature rise of

the electrons is then monitored as a change in the voltage across the SIN tunnel junction,

where part (or all) of the normal metal forms the normal electrode.

As discussed in section 6.3, for a SIN junction biased at a constant current, and for

. kT<<A, the change in the voltage across the junction, due to a change in the electron

temperature is given by

S = dV/dT = (k/e)[(A/kT + 1/2) tanh(eV/kT) - (eV/kT)]. (6.6)
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I IMetal strip _3 Q

Superconducting Superconducting
electrode contact

Fig. 6.3 Schematic of the experimental configuration for the proposed measurement
of hot-electron effects in thin f'dms. The junction is biased with a current 12
and the voltage V across the junction is monitored. A current I1is passed
through the metal strip, and subsequently dissipates electrical power in that
strip. The resultant temperature rise of the electrons in the normal electrode
is measured as a change in the voltage V. The superconducting contacts to
both the metal strip and to the superconducting electrode (which has a lower
energy gap than that of the contact) ensures that the dissipated energy cannot
escape via electrons from the active region.
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The voltage Vn noise across the junction OEq.6.5) determines the ultimate limitation of the

temperature sensitivity. The minimum detectable temperature change in a I Hz noise

bandwidth is then given by the ratio Vn/S, whose minimum value determines the optimum

bias current. The optimization requirements for this device are similar to those of the hot-
v.

electron microbolometer, and thus wiU not be repeated.

As a specific example illustrating the potential of this technique I consider an operating

temperature of I00 mK, a normal state resistance of RN=500 f2, and A/kT=6. Under these

conditions the optimum operating point for measurement of the electron temperature occurs

at a bias current of I nA with a resultant sensitivity of 5=10 -4 V/K, and minimum detectable

temperature change of 30 nK in a IHz noise bandwidth. This is equivalent to a temperature

resolution of AT/T=I.SxI0 "7 in a one second integration time. For comparison, the

temperature resolution of SQUID techniques is only about 102. 61

6.6 Conclusions

The estimated sensitivity of the hot-electron microbolometer can exceed that of the best

available conventional bolometers by two orders of magnitude, with a time constant which

is three orders of magnitude smaller. Also, it is possible to construct multiplexed systems

by designing on-chip networks with different bandpass filters fed from a single antenna.

Using well developed reproducible lithographic techniques it should be possible to make

powerful array receivers with multiple spectral bands, lt thus appears that the hot-electron

microbolometer could be the detector of choice in applications requiring very high

sensitivities and array compatibility. Furthermore, it should be possible to make sensitive

. measurements of electron heating phenomena with a temperature resolution of lpart in 107.
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Chapter 7: Proposed Measurements of Quasiparticle Trapping Effects

7.1 Introduction

For the device architectures that are described in this dissertation, it is necessary to

make electrical contact to a very small region, while simultaneously restricting the flow of

energy from that region. For other devices, such as x-ray detectors, it is necessary to

funnel energy into a small active region. 95"97 Both of these device concepts exploit the

effects of Andreev reflection, commonly referred to as quasiparticle trapping, to influence

the flow of energy. In 1964, A. F. Andreev considered the question of what happens to an

electron in a normal metal as it propagates towards an interface between the metal and a

superconductor. 15 His calculation indicated that if an electron has an energy that is smaller

than the energy gap of the superconductor, it can propagate into the superconductor only if

it pairs with another electron. To conserve energy and momentum, a reflected hole with a

reversed group velocity and a negative effective mass is formed, and travels back along the

original electron path with the same energy as the incident electron. This process causes a

thermal resistance at the interface.

The effects of Andreev reflection have been previously measured in a variety of

experiments. The increase in the thermal resistance of superconductors in their intermediate

state, 15and the electrical resistance at normal/superconducting interfaces, 98"101have been

successfully explained by assuming that the energy carriers are reflected at the interface

between the normal and superconducting phases. The subharmonic energy gap structure

and excess current observed in the I-V curves of superconducting weak links and normal-

superconducting microconstriction contacts, was also explained in terms of the Andreev

reflection. 102-105 More recently, quasiparticle trapping has become a very important issue

for the development of x-ray detectors. A variety of experiments have been carried out in

order to investigate the possibility of directing non-equilibrium quasiparticles that are

produced in the superconductor, towards a small area on the superconductor that
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contains a tunnel junction. 95-97

Approximately three months prior to the writing of this dissertation, we invented an

. experiment that could directly probe the transmission coefficient T(E) across a single

metal/superconducting interface, as a function of the energy gap of the superconductor.

Although the measurements have yet to be completed (due primarily to materials related

difficulties), I have decided to present a short summary of this work since it is intimately

related to several of the device concepts presented in this dissertation, and will be

completed in the near future. This will be an important experiment since many of the early

measurements were made on superconductors in the intermediate state, which consisted of

many normal/superconducting interfaces, rather than on a single interface. In addition,

these experiments probed the temperature, rather than the energy gap dependence of this

effect, thus complicating the interpretation of the results, since it is necessary to understand

the temperature dependence of the phonon conduction process. More recent

measurements, which use non-equilibrium quasiparticles that are generated in the

superconductor to measure the collection efficiency of quasiparticle traps, do not provide

useful information on the transmission coefficient.

In this chapter, I will present the basic theory of Andreev reflection, and derive the

temperature dependence of the thermal conductance at the interface between a metal and a

superconductor. In section 7.3, I will discuss the measurement scheme, and will then

present some very preliminary results.

b

7.2 Theoretical Background

- For purposes of this discussion, it is convenient to present Andreev's analysis in

qualitative terms, 98 rather than describing it in detail. Fig. 7.la shows the spatial variation

of the energy gap A across the interface between a metal and a superconductor. The energy

gap varies within a few coherence lengths _, from zero in the metal to Ao. far within the

superconducting region. The excitation spectra in the normal and superconducting metals
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are shown in Fig 7.1b. Consider an electron A whose energy E (measured relative to the

Fermi energy) is smaller than A**.The electron will be reflected at the point where its

energy is equal to A, and the whole process of reflection can be seen as a transition from a

state A through A' to A", which is the same as B", and back through B', to the final hole-

like state B. Charge conservation is achieved by the injection of two electrons into the

superconducting ground state. An electron whose energy is greater than A**,will be

partially reflected as a hole. A normal electron with the same energy as the incident

electron, will then appear in the superconductor with a probability T(E). The process of

Andreev reflection thus gives rise to a thermal resistance at the interface since the energy

carriers are efficientlv blocked from entering the superconductor.

Andreev calcula_d T(E) for a step-like potential where A--0 in the normal metal and

A=Ao. in the superconc!actor. 15 He used Gor'kov's equations of motion for quasiparticles

in the superconductor, 106and matched the appropriate boundary conditions at the interface,

tO give

E j2. E>A..
T(E) E+(E 2 A2) 1/2= " (7.1)

0 E<A**

The exact form of T(E) for a realistic interface is difficult to calculate. Hsiang 101

considered the effect of different spatial distributions of A on T(E), and concluded that it is

reasonable to use Andreev's approximation for transport calculations.

lt is now possible to calculate thermal resistance for electrons crossing au interface

between a metal and a superconductor. The calculation is analogous to the that for the

thermal boundary resistance for phonons crossing an interface between two dielectrics

(chapter 3), except that here the transmission coefficient depends on the carrier energy.

The power flow across the interface, for electrons incident on the superconducting side,
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A

/
i,

A(**)

Normal perconductor

Fig. 7.1 a) Assm_led variation of the energy gap A with position across a
" superconducting-normal interface, b) The variation of the excitation

spectrum for different positions close to the interface. Also illustrated is the
reflection of an excitation of energy that is incident from the normal side in
the state A, and reflected into the state B. The vertical axis is the excitation
energy, the horizontal axis is the momentum measured radially from a point
on the Fermi surface.
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is the integral over ali energies and incident angles of the number of electrons that are

incident on a unit area A per unit time, times the electron energy E, times the transmission

probability T(E). This can be written as

DOE '

Here N(E,T)=D(E)f(E,T) is the product of the electron density of states D(E) per unit

volume times the Fermi-Dirac occupation f_ctor f(E,T), v(E) is the electron propagation

velocity, and T(E) is the transmission prc_Li.!_.y for an electron to be transmitted across

the interface. The expression df_=sinOdOdO is the solid angle, where O is the angle

between the electron propagation direction and the normal to the interface, and _ is the

azimuthal angle.

For temperatures such that kT<<A and for a step-like interface, Andreev derived an

analytical solution to Eq. 7.2.15 For this particular case, the density of states and the

electron velocity can both be approximated by their respective values at the Fermi surface.

The transmission probability, for E=A, is approximately T(E)=23/2(E/A - 1)1/2. The

power flow directed from the normal to the superconducting phase is then given by,

P(T) = A(2kT/_A)3/2(EFA)2h'3VF2exp(-A/kT). (7.3)

Here E F is the Fermi energy and VF the Fermi velocity. If the temperatures of the normal

metal and superconducting sides are equal, the flux P is compensated by an identical flux

flowing in the opposite direction. If a temperature difference 8T exists across the interface,

then the resulting flux is (/)PfOT)ST, and the thermal conductance is

G = A(2/n)3/2E2kh'3VF2(A/kT) l/2exp(-A/kT). (7.4)
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For a typical metal, EF,=10eV and vv=10 s cm/s. Using these approximations, the thermal

conductance is G*A10"3(A/kT)l/2exp(-A/kT) W/K, where A is in )am2. When A/kT>>l,

the electronic contribution to the thermal conductance of the interface is negligible, while

• for A/kT<I the thermal conductance can become significar_t compared with the phonon

contributionto the thermal conductance.
.f

7.3 Measurement Scheme

The goal of the proposed experiment is to measure the electronic contribution to the

thermal conductance across a metal/superconducting interface, as a function of the energy

gap of the superconductor. The transmission coefficient can then be inferred from Eq. 7.2.

This is a not an easy experiment because energy transport due to phonons crossing the

interface can complicate the analysis. Furthermore,measurements of therm_ conductances

in bulk samples inevitably require corrections to account for temperature gradients through

the bulk material. These difficulties can be overcome by reducing the size of the

experiment to micron dimensions. A schematic of the proposed expeciment is shown in

Fig. 7.2. A transition edge thermometer operating at temperature T is in electrical contact

with two superconducting pads whose transition temperature is much higher than T. The

pads are in contact with thick metal pads that are located close to the active region. The

purpose of the metal pads is to function as heat sinks. The device is placed in a pamUel

magnetic field H. The experiment consists of measuring the I-V characteristics of the

transition edge thermometer as a function of the applied magnetic field. The I-V curve

contains information on the thermal conductance between the thermometer strip and its

environment (see chapter 2), while the magnetic field can be used to vary the energy gap of

" the superconducting contacts. In what follows, I will briefly review the magnetic field

dependence of the superconducting energy gap, followed by a detailed discussion of the

energy flow processes from the thermometer strip to its environmenL

lt is weil known mat for a bulk superconductor, a sutticiently large magnetic field
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-_--" Fig. 7.2 Schematic diagram of the experimental configuration.
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applied parallel to the surface, will cause the superconductor to revert to its normal

state with a corresponding absorption of a latent heat, indicative of a first order phase
.. I_

wansmon.'......_i°t_i,,',meansthatthesuperconductingenergygapwilldropdiscontinuouslyto

. zeroatthecriticalfield.Forthinfilms(thickness<1000A) ontheotherhand,theenergy

gapdecreasessmoothlytozeroasthemagneticfieldisincreasedup tothecriticalfield,

indicativeofasecondorderphasetransition.I08The differencebetweenthesetwocasesis

thatfora bulksamplethee_ergyassociatedwiththeexclusionofthemagneticfieldgives

risetothelatentheatatthecriticalfield,whereasfora thinsample,thefieldcompletely

penetratesthesuperconductor,andhencethereisnolatentheatwhen thefilmundergoesa

phasetransition.In1961,D. H.Douglass,Jr.I08realizedthattheeffectofthemagnetic

fieldon theenergygap couldbcdescribedby theGinzburg-Landauphcnomcnological

theory,I09providedthatthecncrgygapwas identifiedwiththeorderpararncter,a result

whichhadbccnobtainedbyGor'kovfromthemicroscopictheory.I06Thistheorypredicts

acontinuousdecreaseofA tozeroasH->Hcforfilmswhose thicknessd<51f2_.,where_.

isthetemperaturedependentLondonpenetrationdepth,andadiscontinuousdropinA

when d<51/2_..Ford/'A.<<l,thetheorypredictsA(H)/A(0)=[I-(H/Hc)2]I/2,whereHc is

thecriticalfieldofthefilm.Forintermediatevaluesofd/A,themagneticfielddependence

ofA issolvednumerically.Tunnelingmeasurementsby Douglass,I08andbyDouglass

and Meservcy,II0aswellasinterpretationsof thermalconductivitymeasurcrnentsof

MorrisandTinkham,111alltendtoconfirmthepredictionofthetheoryintheregionofits

validity,nearTcandinthelocallimit_>_.,where_ istheeffectivecoherencelength.For

ourproposedexperimenttheGinzburg-Landautheoryisnolongerstrictlyvalid,because
qa

thetemperatureismuch smallerthanTc.Thedeviationsfromthistheoryhoweverarenot

- significant. For Tfrc=0.36, the measured gap is =20% smaller than the theoretical

prediction.112 Tinkham derived a phenomlogical theory that extends the Ginzburg-Landau

theory to lower temperatures.112 In this his theory., the dependence of the energy gap on

the magnetic field at low temperatures and for dA<<l is A(H)/A(0)=I-(H/He) 2.
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This result fits the experimental data to within 5%.

As previously discussed, the goal of this experiment is to measure the electronic

contribution to the thermal conductance across a metal/superconducting interface.

Measurements of the I-V characteristics of the thermometer however, yield information on

the total thermal conductance from the strip to its environment. It is thus necessary to

understand the various energy relaxation processes and to isolate the electronic

contribution. The thermal circuit for this experiment is shown in Fig. 7.3. Power is

dissipated in the electrons, which are assumed to be in internal thermal equilibrium, and

subsequently leaves the active region via the following possible paths:

a) Electrons cross interface and relax to the heat sink. The energy flow for this path is

determined by the thermal conductance G of the interface (the quantity of interest), and the

thermal conductance G 1 to the heat sink.

b) Electrons relax to the phonons (which are also assumed to be in internal thermal

equilibrium). The phonons can then either cross the interface with the underlying

substrate, or cross the interface with the superconducting contacts. Both of these relaxation

processes are controlled by the thermal boundary resistance, and are well described by the

acoustic mismatch model (see chapter 4). It should be noted that although the electrons

have relaxed to the lattice, they can still transfer energy across the interface.

In order to simplify the analysis, I will assume that the electrons are in thermal

equilibrium with the phonons. This implies that Ge. p is much larger than G, G l, and Gbd.

The measured thermal conductance is then due to both phonon and electron transport, and

is given by

__ -1)-IGm (G "1+G 1 +Gbd. (7.5)

Here I have combined the phonon transport to the underlying subslrate and across the

'ii interface with the superconductor into one term, Gbd. In order to extract the thermal
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Fig. 7.3 Thermal circuit for the proposed experiment.
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conductance for electrons G, two requirements must be satisfied. First, the thermal

conductance through the superconducting contact to the heat sink G1 should be much larger

than G. Otherwise, only the phonons would dissipate the absorbed energy. For the same

reason, the thermal conductance due to phonons Gbd should be much smaller than G. The

conductances Gbd and G 1 thus determine the minimum and maximum values of G that can

be measured.

To summarize, the following conditions must be satisfied in order for the experiment

to succeed:

a) The superconducting film should be thinner than its penetration depth in order to be

able to continuously vary its energy gap. For most films, a thickness of -_750 ,/_ is

sufficient. 110

b) The transition edge thermometer should function throughout the range of applied

magnetic fields. This is accomplished by using a relatively thin thermometer strip, so as to

increase its critical field. In the following section I will present data on the magnetic field

dependence of the resistive transition of aluminum films.

c) The thermal conductance through the superconducting contact G 1, should be made as

large as possible. The thermal conductivity for normal electrons in the superconductor can

be approximated from the Weiderman-Franz law _c=2.5xl08To 1 Wcm'lK "1, where 19is

the normal state electrical resistivity in f_-cm. 49 The thermal conductance is thus

maximized by using a superconductor which has a low normal-state resistivity.

e) The thermal conductance for electrons through the thermometer strip G s should be

larger than the thermal boundary conductance between the strip and the substrate.

Otherwise, only phonons would contribute to the conduction process. This necessitates the

use of a low resistivity metal for the transition edge thermometer..

d) lt is necessary to minimize the phonon contribution to the energy dissipation process.

This is achieved by minimizing the contact area of the thermometer strip with the substrate

and the superconducting contacts.
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There are relatively few material choices that can satisfy the above mentioned

requirements. A near optimum choice is an aluminum transition edge thermometer and lead

superconducting contacts. Our calculations indicate that for these materials, and for the

experimental configuration of Fig. 7.2, we expect to observe approximately three orders of

magnitude increase in the measured thermal conductance as a function of applied magnetic

field. At zero field, the measured conductance is primarily due to the phonon conduction

Gbd, while at the critical field, the measured conductance is limited by GI.

7.4 Preliminary Results and Conclusions

Our first measurements were meant to test the characteristics of aluminum transition-

edge thermometers in an applied magnetic field. A home made superconducting magnet

was constructed. Its inner diameter was 12 mm, and it produced a field strength of 0.1

T/A. In addition, a temperature regulated stage was constructed to fit inside the magnet

bore. The sample consisted of 500/_, thick, 2 _m wide, and 10 _m long aluminum strip.

Contacts to _,heedges of the strip were made with Nb. The resistive transition for zero

applied magnetic field, and for a parallel field of 0.2 T is shown in Fig. 7.4. The transition

in the latter case is broad, but still useful. The thermal conductance from the strip to its

environment was deduced from the measured I-V curves. The ac method (section 2.3) was

used in order to avoid non-thermal non-linearities. The measured thermal conductance of

=2.5x10 8 W/K, was independent of the magnetic field. The prediction of the acoustic

mismatch model for this configuration is =2x10 "8 W/K, indicating that the thermal

conductance was primarily due to phonon transport. We did not expect to observe a

change in the thermal conductance for this configuration for two reasons. First, the critical

field for the niobium films is higher than that available with ota"apparatus, 107and hence the

electrons in the aluminum are blocked from crossing the interface with the superconductor.

Secondly, the electrical resistivity of niobium is high (= 10 la_-cm), 69thus significantly

, reducing the thermal conductance G! of the superconducting pads.
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Approximately two weeks prior to the writing of this dissertation, we received the

first set of devices from Yale University that consisted of AI thermometers, Sn

superconducting pads, and Cu heat sinks. Unfortunately, the aluminum strips did not
¢

make metalurgical contact to the tin pads. We plan to fabricate and measure additional

devices in the near future.
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Anoendix A: Transformers as Amolifiers for Low Imnedance Devices-- -

Ali of the detector concepts that are described in this dissertation, as well as many

other superconducting devices have typical impedances in the range of 1-100 f_. In some

cases, the useful sensitivity of these devices can be limited by the noise introduced at the

first stage of amplification. The noise of an ideal amplifier should always be lower than the

Johnson noise of the source resistance, since this is the minimum noise across any resistive

device. A useful figure of merit for an amplifier is its noise temperature Tn. It is the

temperature of the source resistor R l, whose Johnson voltage noise (4kTnR 1) 1/2, equals

the amplifier noise. The noise temperature of the amplifier depends on the source

resistance, and is considered to be unimportant when Tn is lower than the operating

temperature of the device. The best available FET amplifiers typically have noise

temperatures of -0.1 K, but this performance is only available for source impedances RI>_.I

MfL 113 A convenient solution to the impedance mismatch between the low source

impedance of superconducting devices and the optimum impedance for a co,,,_entional low

noise amplifier, is to use a transformer before the first stage of amplification. The

impedance seen at the output of an ideal transformer, with a turn ratio n=N2/N 1, whose

114
input is connected to a source resistance RI, is given by n2Rl . Here N l and N2 are the

number of primary and secondary windings respectively, lt is for this reason that a

transformer is a used with voltage sources with low source impedances. Transformers

operated at room temperature often contribute significant noise when used with cooled

sources, this noise is primarily due to the Johnson noise in the resistance of the transformer

windings. The solution to this problem is to cool the transformer. 115 The Johnson noise

will then be reduced because of the lower temperature, as well as the lower winding

resistances available. Although the implementation of these concepts appears to be

su'aightforward, the performance of a real transformer is usually far from ideal, and the

differences can often complicate the measurement. In what follows, I will describe the
I
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basic operating principles of a transformer, and the factors that influence its useful

characteristics. I will then discuss the practical details associated with the implementation

and use of transformers at both LHc and room temperatures, and present data on a few

useful transformers.

The figures of merit for a transformer are its voltage gain G and frequency bandwidth.
.11

The circuit in Fig. A. 1 represents a transformer having no intrinsic losses, and is useful for

analyzing its low frequency properties. The source is represented by a resistance R1 in

series with a voltage source VI. The blocking capacitor C 1 prevents dc current from

flowing through the transformer windings, a feature that is important when measuring the

signal across a device that is biased with a constant current (see Fig. 3.4 for a useful

example). The primary winding inductance is L1, the secondary inductance is I.,2, and the

mutual inductance is M. The output of the transformer is shunted by a resistance R2, and

the output voltage V2 is measured across the shunt resistance. Usually R2 is the input

impedance of the amplifier that follows the transformer. The gain of the transformer is then

defined as the ratio G=V2/V 1.Using simple circuit analysis techniques it can be shown that

for a frequency o_=2_f,

ElR1 L2 1 R1L2

G = _'M'+ toC_'MR + _2CI M R2M (A.1)

Important conclusions in the gain equation include:

a) In order that the transformer gain not degrade, the shunt resistance R2 should be much

larger than the product of the source resistance times the ratio of the secondary to primary

impedances R IL2/L1. In practice, an amplifier that has an input impedance >108 f_ is

sufficient.

b) The primary inductance L1 limits the gain for frequencies co<RI/L1even when C 1 and

R2 are large.
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Fig. A. 1 Electrical circuit of an ideal transformer that can be used to model its low
frequency characteristics.
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c) The blocking capacitor can also influence the gain for frequencies _<R1/C 1. For

the rolloff associated with the capacitance to occur at a lower frequency than that associated

with the primary inductance, it is necessary to pick CI>L1/RI 2.

d) A resonance in the gain curve occurs when t.0=(L1CI) "1/'2. This effect can provide

useful additional gain when the source resistance R 1 is not too high.li

The simple model presented above does not include the effects of leakage reactance

and distributed capacitance in the windings, which reduce the transformer gain at high

frequencies. Unfortunately, as the number of windings is increased, both the leakage

reactance and the winding capacitance increase. This effect can be minimized by employing

transformer core material of very high permeability, so as to increase the relevant

inductances without increasing the number of windings. For most applications involving

bolometric detectors, where the relevant frequencies are typically <1 kHz, the simple

analysis presented here provides a useful and intuitive understanding of the transformer

characteristics.

In order that the noise temperature of the transformer be lower than the temperature of

the source resistance, two conditions have to be satisfied:

a) The Johnson noise from the resistance of the transformer windings should be lower

than the Johnson noise of the device to be measured. For the low source impedances of

interest here, this inevitably means that the transformer has to be cooled to LHc

temperatures. Typical winding resistances at 300 K are several ohms, while at LHc

temperatures they can be lower than 0.1 f}.

b) The transformer will be useful only if it can match between the device impedance of

several ohms, and the optimum impedance of -1 Mf_ for conventional low noise

amplifiers. This means that the transformer gain should be 10-100.

Unfortunately, transformers with the above specifications are difficult to find. In

1974, D. E. Prober discussed the electrical performance of a Triad G-4 transformer that

was cooled to liquid helium temperatures. 115 He was able to observe the Johnson noise in
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a 1 f_ resistor at 4.2 K, which translates into a voltage noise sensitivity of =10 "11VHz "1/2

for a narrow band centered at 500 Hz. The performance of this rather large transformer

was far from ideal for source impedances larger than _-20f_. Furthermore, I found that the

gain of this transformer was significantly degraded when used in conjunction with a

blocking capacitor. The reason is probably due to the large primary inductance (the

transformer is physically large and thus has many windings), which implies that even

moderately high capacitance values will degrade the transformer gain.

The most useful transformer for our purposes was produced by the United

Transformer Corporation, about 20 years ago. The model O-14 transformer was initially

embedded in wax which was subsequently removed by warming the transformer on a hot-

plate, lt was necessary to remove the wax in order to allow operation at LHc

temperatures. 115 The transformer was then mounted in a lead shielded box (=1.5" on a

side) and was tested both at room temperature and pumped LHc temperature. A blocking

capacitor C I=10 I.tF, was also placed inside the box. The gain characteristics of the

transformer, shown in Fig. A.2, were measured using the white noise technique with a HP

model 3582A spectrum analyzer. The measured gain had a value of --50 and was

independent of source resistance up to --100 f_. The resonance peak however, was

damped for higher source impedances. The 200 Hz shift in the resonant frequency upon

cooling, indicates that the primary inductance was reduced by approximately a factor of 5.

This is probably due to a reduction of the magnetic permeabilty of the transformer core

material. The primary inductance can be estimated from the frequency at which the

resonance in the gain occurs. For the 300 K case, I calculate L1=0)-2C11=0.09 H. The

secondary inductance L2 can be estimated by multiplying the primary inductance by n2,

where n is the known turn ratio. The mutual inductance is calculated from the value of the

measured gain at frequencies where the gain is weakly dependent on frequency. At these

frequencies Eq. A.1 predicts G=M/L 1. The predicted frequency dependence of the

transformer gain at 300 K, using no adjustable parameters is shown in Fig. A.2. The fit is
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Fig. A.2 Gain versus frequency characteristics for a UTC Model O-14 transformer,
used in conjunction with a 10 I.tF blocking capacitor and a 15 f_ source
resistance. The gain was measured at 300 K, and at 1.5 K. The fit of
Eq. A. 1 to the 300 K data is also shown.
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quite, good for ali frequencies except at the resonance peak, where the predicted gain is a

factor of --2 higher than the meastn'ed value. This is not surprising, considering the fact

that our model does not incorporate any loss mechanisms, which w'_ilinevitably reduce the

quality factor Q of the resonance. For most practical purposes however, the simplified

model can be used to predict the transformer characmristics.

The noise contribution of the cooled transformer was measured by shunting its input

with a 20 fi resistor that was maintained at 0.3 K, and measuring the resultant voltage

noise. The output of the transformer was connected to a Stanford Research Systems model

SR560 amplifier (gain=104), '__6followed by a Krohn-Hite model 3750 variable bandpass

filter (gain= 10). 117 The ,tmplified voltage noise was then measured by an H.P. model

3582A spectrum analyzer. 118 The measured voltage noise when referred to the input of the

transformer, was 7x10 "11 VHz1/2 at 1 kHz. The Johnson noise resulting from the source

resistance shunting the input is only 2x10 "11 VHz-I/2, implying an excess voltage noise of

6.7x10 "11 VHz "1/2. This excess noise is mostly due to the input voltage noise of

3x10 "9 VHz "1/2 from the SRS amplifier, which is equivalent to 6.5x10 "11 VHz 1/2 when

referred to the input of the transformer. The noise contribution of this second stage of

amplification can be reduced by using high quality JFET amplifiers, which have a voltage

noise as low as =5x10 10 VHz"1/2 referred to their input. 119

The gain characteristics of other transformers was also measured. These included

miniature transformers manufactured by Tamura Corporation, 120as well as a Triad model

o G- 10 transformer. 121 These transformers however, exhibited poor characteristics when

_ used in co_junction with blocking capacitors up to CI=I mF, and cooled to LHc
,_.

II
i temperatures.

To summarize, it appears that cooled transformers can be used successfully with low

noise amplifiers to produce noise temperatures below IK for source impedances between

1 and 100 ft. In addition, the transformer characteristics at low frequencies can be

analyzed in terms of a simple electrical model. On the other hand, it is difficult to find
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transformers that satisfy ali of the requirements. Furthermore, the physical size of many

useful transformers is rather large and is thus unsuitable for applications requiring array

compatibility.

A different approach to the matching problem is to use a DC SQUID as a low noise

amplifier, lt is now possible to produce DC SQUIDs that occupy an area of -_lxl mm 2,

and have noise temperatures <10 -6 K for source resistances <_200t2.2 Furthermore, it is

relatively simple to integrate the SQUIDs in an array format. The potential disadvantages

of this technique are the relative complexity of operation, as well as the need to use a

transformer at the output of the SQUID.
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